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Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
A number of people have requested that I respond to the claims of Daniel Storey (the writer of this hit piece) about what I reportedly said in a discussion on BBC Radio Nottingham last Monday, 31 
October. We've just posted on our YouTube channel the full discussion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wj3pMD9tmwk. The relevant section is 4:18 - 5:36. You will note that Storey has added, 
deleted, and changed words, and excluded altogether the comments made by the interviewer, for context. He has, in short, shown the same low level of journalistic integrity he's shown in the article in 
general. This is gutter journalism, with the clear objective of stopping the next International Conference on Men's Issues http://icmi18.wordpress.com being held at St Andrew's Stadium.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 5, 2017 3:55am

Ed Neurfenderfer
That lady described the goal as being taking away men's 'power' over other people so, presumably, they could no longer abuse them...while what is actually happening is that men's basic human rights 
are being taken away so that they can be abused with impunity. Would she ever advocate that a man be given the ability to destroy a woman's life just on his word?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 5, 2017 3:23pm

Ed Neurfenderfer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WM8bTdBs-cw
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 10:05pm

Tina Matthews
That had to be the cringiest video I've seen in a Loooong time. 

The sad thing us that their talking points are important (male suicide rate and other serious issues men are facing) but all the key speakers seem to do is spend their time moaning about feminism (which 
is an easy target I know) and in some cases women as a whole instead of making viable suggestions on how we can address the issues they outline on their respective websites.

They've become what they hate most right wing SJWs constantly playing the victim card and if you ask me this whole kerfuffle was probably orchestrated by them so they can cry foul.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 4, 2017 6:54pm

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Dammit, you rumbled us. We orchestrated the publication of this hit piece, which led to the hasty and ill-advised termination of our event contract by The Blues, before pointing out there are no 
contractual grounds on which The Blues can terminate that contract, which remains legally binding. Yeah, that makes sense. Daniel Storey, the author of this article, told his 30,000+ Twitter followers not 
to read the comments, proof here https://j4mb.org.uk/.../daniel-storey-tells-his-twitter.../. Clearly he thinks you're all mindless sheep.

We've pointed to numerous errors in the article, including what our 2015 manifesto said about domestic violence https://j4mb.org.uk/.../another-misleading-statement-in.../. 

Have a nice day.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 5, 2017 1:13am

Geheim Nisvoll
Mike Buchanan I think they're on to ya, Mike. Gonna have to switch it up a bit next time. (grin)
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 5, 2017 8:23pm

Liber Man
Congratulations on getting some way to acknowledging the situation Tina Mathews....and thanks for commenting. I thought about your comment a lot. Please don't take this too personally, its meant in a 
good way.

If only the mens movement had money to pay celebrities to make videos and endorse events, no one would ever have to cringe at a spot of well intended amatuer humour. Truth is, the lions share of 
public money is spent on womens and girls issues. Men and boys are barely an after thought. 

In the great scheme of public spending men and boys come somewhere behind 3 legged illegitimate donkeys of their own specified gender, even though men mostly work the long hours and pay 73% of 
the UK's income tax.

Feminism has legitimised societies blindness to male issues for decades by criminalising all men for the crimes of the few, any which way they can. Your comment is proof of that, you don't see the depth 
of the link for looking. Some women and men couldn't care less, and or have a deep lack of awareness of the issues men and boys face, naturally they will come in for criticism in an effort to awaken 
them from their learned indifference. 

Believe me, men get criticised heavily for this as well, but I notice you are not looking to defend them, perhaps looking at how men are treated is not a priority for you. This is a good example of learned 
indifference. Making people cringe and drawing attention to these issues is an effective way to raise awareness in the absence of funding.

A small number of Men have been politely asking for support for decades, being laughed at, ignored, and getting nowhere. The sad thing is that you see the talking points are important, but your priority is 
looking for excuses to opt out of supporting them. Would you consider helping us, and looking closer. Perhaps questioning a few everyday things you may take for granted?

I'm not going to say please, men and boys (350,000 boys under 18yrs of age fought for us in WW1) men and boys in my family, and possibly yours accepted their fate, and laid down their lives for us. 
Those under 21 didn't have a vote, only a sense of duty, and many never got to kick a football or watch a game again.

Man in a cringy video trying to promote a conference on the issues of men and boys. 
I have met many good people of varying political persuasions through ICMI.

Do you feel cringy about who built the transport systems you travel on, the home you live in, the schools, the hospitals. Who maintains your sewers, empties your bins, all for the privilige of providing for a 
family. 

No cringing there then, do you reject their sacrifice because you believe their politics may differ to yours?
No you don't, not when they are working and dying for you, only when they ask for equality and you need to find a way to ignore it for now, and avoid some uncomfortable truths.

Perhaps you never thought of it like that before, you are not alone, most of the rest of society hasn't either.
Not so long ago neither had I, but once you see this for what it is you can never go back.
Thats just the way it is.

Open your eyes, try to learn more about the causes undelying our frustrations that turn you off so easily.......Help us..... 12 men in the UK will commit suicide today, you will feel cringy, they will be dead 
and gone tomorrow. Small price for you to pay.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 6, 2017 11:47am · Edited

Fred Nurk
What a disgraceful article. The Men's Human Rights Movement does not have controversial views on women’s rights, they have what rabid feminists consider to be controversial views on men’s rights, 
Why is it controversial to want men to have equal rights in family courts, to have equal parenting with their own children, to have consideration for male victims of domestic violence, to address the 
horrendous suicide rates of men in the western world, to stop Male Genital Mutilation of our male babies, etc. Why is it controversial to want Justice for Men and Boys and the women who love them. 
If you want to pluck out a couple of so-called "controversial quotes", we could flood this section with thousands of disgusting things that feminists have said, and continue to say to this day.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 4, 2017 12:00am
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Mike Noble · Hull University
To rehash a feminist catch phrase, the comments on this page are the reason why we need an International Conference on Mens Issues.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 3, 2017 11:15pm

Dan Summers
I just told my wife who I have been with for over 12 years what happened to me over 16 years ago...when i was sexually assaulted. 

When I tried to report it I was laughed at, made fun of and mocked by those that should have been there to believe me and support me and help me get Justice. Not like there were a lack of Witnesses...it 
was infront of hundreds of witnesses. But then no one thinks a 5'4 woman grabbing a guys gentitals and squeezing to cause pain as assault, those that saw just laughed. This was the University of 
Alberta's Nursing Grad.

The Woman who assaulted me still works at the University of Alberta Hospital as a Nurse. 

Men don't have places to go to talk about these things. If not for the dedication of my wife I would be another Male Suicide statistic.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 3, 2017 2:08pm

Martin Krischik
Sorry to hear. The injustice is almost ot much to bear.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 2:53pm

Dan Summers
Why do they pay to you LIE?
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 1:46pm

Malcolm James
Whatever you think of the views expressed at this event, it is a peaceful expression of free speech and is not misogynistic. Opponents are welcome to make their points in a civilised and peaceful 
manner, but not to shut down free speech.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 3, 2017 10:41am

Janice Fiamengo · Professor, Department of English at University of Ottawa
As a woman who cares about gender equality--and is thankful to all the men who built and continue to maintain our civilization--I have been saddened over the past few years to witness the abuse 
heaped on anyone who advocates for boys' and men's issues. When I have spoken about such issues--men's and boys' disproportionately high rate of suicide, the fact that boys and young men are 
falling behind girls and women in public school and higher education, the extremely negative messaging that young men receive at university, the tilting of sexual assault law against the presumption of 
(men's) innocence, the ease with which a man's life can be destroyed by an unproven claim of sexual harassment, the near-constant reiteration that masculinity is "toxic" and needs an overhaul (while 
femininity is good and should always be celebrated), the outright discrimination against men in affirmative action hiring policies, and many more--men and women frequently make clear their belief that 
men deserve to suffer for the putative sins of their fathers. It is a frightening, unfair situation. The ICMI are one of the few venues in which advocates for men can come together to share their research 
and activism. The atmosphere at the last conference I attended, in London 2016, was uniformly respectful, productive, and committed to equality. This article does not begin to address the issues fairly.
Like · Reply · 15 · Nov 3, 2017 9:35am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Thanks Janice. We're looking forward to you speaking at the next conference http://icmi18.wordpress.com at St Andrew's Stadium.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 3, 2017 9:50am

Bryn Robinson · Hedley Walter High School
This moron imploring his Twitter followers not to read the comments on this article. Not surprising really given the amount of negative feedback he is getting having kicked up a veritable shitstorm. He 
needs to take his mangina ideology and bury it. He's not much cop as a sports writer but he's even less of a political commentator.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 3, 2017 7:36am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Thanks Bryn. Our blog piece on the matter, with a screensave of Daniel Storey's tweet telling his Twitter followers not to read these comments https://icmi18.wordpress.com/.../daniel-storey-tells-his.../.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 3, 2017 7:40am

Chris Dunbar
@Football365. Birmingham City FC is being paid for hire of St Andrews Stadium as a conference venue by civilized, concerned and compassionate individuals (in spite of what you have chosen to read 
about them) whose topics of conversation are in the support of the wellbeing of the overwhelming majority of the Birmingham FC's customers (And Football Clubs everywhere). It is clear that you only 
care for the wealth generated by men's passion for football and not the men themselves.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 3, 2017 5:47am

Roderick Lonsdale · Owner at Self-employed
Woman are people just like men. Feminism is an ideology. 
Equality with working class men is the last thing Feminists want. Their quality of life would plummet.
Knowing the difference between the dictionary definition of the word ‘Feminism’ (its claims) and the acting reality of what Feminism does to people, is not misogyny. 
The slogan that woman and Feminism is the same thing is not true. Most professional Feminists (Academics, Politicians, Feminist Legal experts, Ideologues, vast lobbying groups and so called Charities) 
are not working class people. 
Unlike most of the football fans that support Birmingham City FC. How many men have been financially exploited in the Divorce Courts? And denied access to their children by Feminist controlled 
Judges?
Feminism has destroyed the natural relationships between men and woman. Not all men are masculine not all woman are feminine. People are individuals - same as it ever was, but there was some - 
two way respect and understanding from woman of the practical roles of men and woman that made Western societies work. 
Now Feminism demands we treat every single woman with reverence, despite her conduct or treatment of people including the actual man or boy on the receiving end of her malice and scorn.
Feminism is the most prejudice widespread ideology that covers our entire Western world. And we are all horribly diminished by it. Except for the narissistic greedy, and sadistic groups who profit from 
this evil. Feminism has wrecked the Western working class communities and families worldwide.
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 3, 2017 2:58am

Marian Grove · Stratford Grammar School
This is an ill-informed article. There is far more discrimination against men these days than against women and the antics of an unsavoury element of hate-filled feminists make me shudder; they do not 
speak for me - yes, I am a woman.

I salute Mike Buchanan and his party for their efforts to redress the situation.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 3, 2017 2:26am
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Ewan Jones · Bristol, United Kingdom
And now Birmingham City have said they've cancelled the conference. Sure give in to the demands of the violent feminist bigots, stop free speech at all costs. This is pathetic.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 3, 2017 12:50am

Mark Bradshaw · Web developer at Lowcosttravelgroup
Has our culture really come to this, I see lots of comments from people who wouldn't have watch the previous conferences and jump to conclusions about what was presented. J4MB, A Voice for Men 
and the International conferences provide the ability for the issues faced by men and boys to be discussed and shown to a wider audience. Yet it looks like anything that is contrary to your own view point 
must be stopped.
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 3:59pm

Carl Orsborn · University of Salford International
It looks as though the article above has achieved its aim: Mike reports that Birmingham City have cancelled the ICMI booking.

https://j4mb.org.uk/.../stream-has-birmingham-mail.../...

Mike references an article on the cancellation in a local Birmingham newspaper. I find it curious that unlike most articles on the newspaper's web site, this one has no comments section. 

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/.../anti-feminist-group...

Feminism is a broad church.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 2, 2017 3:48pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Yeah, they know better than to allow comments. Truth hurts their feelings.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 8:24pm

Alistair Grove · Customer Service Rep. at E15 Club
Well, Birmingham City has just committed financial suicide. The public are waking up to feminism and 'progressive' lies. Among the working class of this country is a very strong desire for Men's Rights to 
actually be acknowledged for once. All men, not just the rich and powerful, are human beings. Just like women.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 5:13am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
!
Like · Reply · Nov 2, 2017 12:36pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
HEY! ANTI FEMINISTS!
Listen people, this is a football site. Since this article went out there was a whole round of ECL matches, including a brilliant win for Spurs and Man City winning 4-2 at Roma. Things move fast. Next to 
nobody is still reading this thread. For the most part, you guys are shouting at an empty room now. You can all move along.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 12:30pm

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Dan, It's a football site which published this scurrilous attack on our political party, an article which we've shown to be full of inaccuracies and misleading statements, in a bid to create pressure on 
Birmingham City FC to cancel the contract to host the only international conference on men's issues in 2018, where grave issues facing men and boys will be discussed. The conference http://
icmi18.wordpress.com is the fourth in a series which started in Detroit in 2014, followed by the second in London in 2016 http://icmi16.wordpress.com, and the third in Australia earlier this year http://
icmi.info. 

Given this article was not about football, but about my political party, I will be keeping an eye on comments, and responding to any further ones as I see fit, whether from you or anyone else. Have a nice 
day.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 1:23pm

Timothy Alford · Nottingham, United Kingdom
I bet more people are following this thread than any other on the site.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 5:33pm

Jack Slocum
Dan,

Yes, it's a football site, but this thread is not about football. Why are you wasting your time here? I have no interest in football - I think it's a waste of time - but I'm sure there are plenty of football threads 
you can get involved in. This party, incidentally, is not trying to damage your club. On the contrary, it's putting money into your clubs pockets so that it can waste even more on "stars".
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 12:42am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Jack Slocum what I was pointing out, Jack, is that nearly all the regular readers of this site have long since moved on to new articles, yet you guys are still here. And if you don’t want the likes of me here, 
who the fuck do you think you wouldn’t be talking to? It would just be an echo chamber like most of social media.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 1:26am

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Dan How do you know that? You're still here, and yet your only comment was to say few of your reguars are commenting.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 3, 2017 7:11am

Timothy Alford · Nottingham, United Kingdom
Dan Preston No one has said they 'don't want the likes of you' here. Why so touchy?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 9:11am

Geheim Nisvoll
Feminism is a hate group by any reasonable standard of measure. They go out of their way to prove it at every conceivable opportunity. All they ever do is sit around thinking up new and better ways to 
tear down men and destroy masculinity. Feminists are hateful, sexist people.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 2, 2017 8:04am
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Mit Egdirdle
More misinformation from intolerant feminists who can't bear the idea of men's issues getting any kind of consideration. Put simply feminism is hatred of men and boys. I hope that Birmingham City FC 
understands that men an boys are its lifeblood and has the courage not to be cowed by this modern day totalitarianism every bit as virulent as communism or fascism.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 2, 2017 4:24am

Tom Golden · Counsellor/Psychotherapist at Psychotherapist in Private Practice
Sadly, this article is a prime example of the lack of compassion for the plight of men and boys. Easier to attack the messenger than to address the potent issues.
Like · Reply · 26 · Nov 1, 2017 8:39pm

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Can i just give football365 a big 100% honest thankyou for giving us all of this 100% free bad publisity, that we just can't get anywhere else. Seriously, thank you.

I mean, you try to speak nicely about these issues of cultural and legal discrimination, and no one cares, and nothing gets done. 
Yet when you ruffal a few peoples feathers by pointing out a few uncomfortable facts, such as;
- some women do maliciously lie about being raped or harrassed, 
-women who "have sex with" boys are rapists (as well as adult men against their will), 
-and "the lovely movement for gender equality" called feminism has a VERY long and Well Documented history of Lying and Committing Domestic Terrorism... 
THAT, that is when people pay enough attention to actually look into said cultural and legal discrimination against men and boys.

So once again, thank you. We couldn't do this without you.
Like · Reply · 18 · Nov 1, 2017 5:08pm

Harry Boulton · Works at AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
Men have not had to fight centuries of violence and of being treated as second class citizens. Centuries. Fighting for the right to work. Fighting for the right to vote. Fighting to get paid the same salary for 
doing the same job. Fighting to be in control of their own bodies. Fighting to be treated with respect and dignity in the work place (and in society in general) and to not be treated like eye candy and a 
piece of meat. I'm not saying there isn't discrimination on both sides, but one side has unquestionably had it tougher than the other, of that there is no doubt. These kind of groups cloud the issue, and 
that helps no one in the long run.

There is also a reason why female-to-male rape isn't the same thing, and it's an issue of biology. It's nothing to do with gender bias. There is also a huge issue in this country with male-to-female rape not 
being reported because victims are petrified of being labelled and discredited. Setting political groups up that essentially trivialise those issues (deliberately or not) helps no one.
Like · Reply · Nov 2, 2017 2:05am · Edited

Robert Brockway · Managing Editor at A Voice for Men
* Women did not have to fight for the right to work. Women have worked throughout history.

* Men did have to fight for the right to vote. In the UK men gained universal suffrage in 1918, women in 1928.

* The so called "gender wage gap" (suggesting women are paid less in a like-for-like comparison) has been so widely and repeatedly discredited that it is laughable that the claim is still made. I expect 
you'll reject this out of hand. If you dare research it you may wish to start with the CONSAD report which is the largest investigation of the topic ever undertaken. It is an assessment of the US labour 
market but studies by governments and academics around the world have consistently yielded the same results.

* If you bother to check you may find the rate at which women sexually assault men staggering.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 2, 2017 4:18am · Edited

Natty Kadifa
Harry Boulton 'Men have not had to fight centuries of violence and of being treated as second class citizens' - Looks like someone dran kthe feminist kool-aid by the bucket full. Tell me something Harry, 
who is it who is expected to give up their life for women and children in times of war? MEN who was shamed by the white feather campaign into serving in WW1 by sufferergists? MEN. Who does not 
have equal bodily autonomy when it comes to infat genital mutilation ? MEN 

Fighting for the right to work < Once again you've be depued. Working class women have always worked out of the family home. It was only upper class women who were socially encouraged not to, 
because well, they didnt need to, they had rich husbands! 
Fighting for the right to vote. < Lets remind you that the suffergist campaign was for both men and women who could not vote because they wre not land owners. A land owner who happened to be a 
woman could vote. Lets also remind you that when women won the right to vote, they did not gain the same responsibilities (the draft as a requirement) to vote, this is still true in the USA where selective 
service is a requirement for men to gain any governent help. 

Fighting to get paid the same salary for doing the same job. < The gender pay gap have been misrepresented numerous times and this myth still continues, see HARVARD universities study that proves 
this to be complete myth. 

Fighting to be treated with respect and dignity in the work place (and in society in general) < A worthy issue that afftects BOTH sexes and always has done. 

and to not be treated like eye candy and a piece of meat.< Whilst women can be treated like this sure, men are treated as cannon fodder, and success objects who women only want for a husband if the 
man is earning over a certain amount of meony per year. Nice feeling isn't it? - Feminist theory of oppression 'patriarchy theory' completely ignores the other gender - men. It does not look at how the 
wants and needs of women and biology have contributed to oppression or inflexbility on BOTH sides. Painting oppression as a one sided narrative.

I'm not saying there isn't discrimination on both sides, but one side has unquestionably had it tougher than the other,< In our currenty system and cultue, men are the ones who have it worse. 

of that there is no doubt. These kind of groups cloud the issue, and that helps no one in the long run. < No, these kinds of groups are the canary in coal mine before the chaos and reactions to the real 
discrimination, repression and oppression of men as a group errupts into societal malaise. We are here to speak about things that go against the mainstream narrative and we should be allowed to do it 
without fear of being closed down by the modern version of the stasi.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 2, 2017 3:18am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Harry Boulton Harry, you need to read William Colins's excellent piece on the gender pay gap http://mra-uk.co.uk/?p=953
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 4:18am

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Harry Boulton You're 100% correct, groups like ours do cloud the one and only issue around gender politics, the source of all opression and all suffering... "The Patriarchy". 
The opressive regime in which allegedly all or most men from the dawn of our speices have hated and oppressed all or most of their own women as even less than slaves, as outright "chattel". 

I mean, if one were to point out the fact that through all of history said oppressed chattels lives were valued HIGHER than that of their privileged opressors, as oppposed to LOWER, then that would cloud 
that little faith based world view, now wouldn't it?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 2:46pm · Edited

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Harry Boulton Next you are going to say that becasue he gets an erection, her drugging him, extorting him, hitting him, shaming him, gang-perps tying him up, manipulating and coercing him etc isn't 
rape. But then, you are are also saying that when women get erections at the clitorous and nipples when sexually assauted isn't rape either. Can't have it both ways..except in the feelings-overhelmed 
mistaken reality of feminists. That is some biology for you!
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 11:33am
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Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Robert Brockway He will not read. These people's fuel is their feelings; facts and objective pursuits of knowledge that might be uncomfortabe do not make their buggies go far.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 12:08pm

Belinda Brown · The London School of Economics and Political Science - LSE
Harry Boulton Wow I just didn't realise the extent to which men had bought into all this guff! Did you realise that only privileged men had the vote and men only got the vote because they got killed in such 
large numbers in the first world war - have a look here http://mra-uk.co.uk/?p=271 The only thing which can be seen as tying women down and making them feel less free than men is the fact that we 
have babies (which is biology).This also confers a great deal of advantage and privilege and special treatment for women too (used to mean less hard labour, not being killed in war and authority in the 
household)...have just seen that Natty has explained everything so will shut up. But this is a real eye opener for me to see how much men have bought into this stuff. Wow.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 3, 2017 2:32am

James Uberman
Harry Boulton - I wonder if you would consider men being sent to their slaughter in WWI by their government being treated as a "peice of meat".
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 11:13am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Natty Kadifa How fucking stupid are you?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 5, 2017 3:39am

Nigel Johnson · Victoria University of Manchester
I hardly think a conference which includes accademics such as Professor Janice Fiamengo (Canada) , Professor Gerhard Amendt (Austria) a Cof E Vicar and a nationally well known survivor of years of 
Domestic Violand campaigner, ence as speakers will be nearly so incenderiary as this article makes Views about the speakers after the conference might be better informed. Why not tip up and actually 
hear what the speakers hav teo say.out.
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 1, 2017 4:45pm

Mark Dawson · Newcastle under Lyme
What a disgusting hit piece. Sexual exploitation of boys is rife, but the feminism brigade is out in force to protect a growing number of paeodphile women. These cases arent taken as seriously by 
authorities as abuse on girls, and perpertrators are given leaner sentences than men would be given. Boys need a voice too!
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 3:41pm

Peter Goodwin · University of Salford International
Never ceases to amaze me the number of people who react to this party presumably with the view that men and boys don't deserve rights. Very odd indeed.
Like · Reply · 17 · Nov 1, 2017 2:48pm

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Then you're a fucking idiot if you think that's what's happening.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:39am

Belinda Brown · The London School of Economics and Political Science - LSE
If Birmingham football club care about equality they will be keen on hosting this very important conference. There are very serious equality issues which affect men and very few people willing to take this 
issues on and Mike is one who has been prepared to do so.
Like · Reply · 16 · Nov 1, 2017 2:00pm

Gustavo Suhett Helmer
They send men to give themselves brain concusions as a job, if men start complaining they know they'll be in a hell in insurance payments.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 11:42am

Jacob King Taylor · London, United Kingdom
Fucking hilarious to see all these commenters who clearly never usually frequent this site come here and like each other's comments. The amount of comments with 20 plus likes is ridiculous, it just never 
usually happens on this site. So transparent that this is a concerted effort by a group of followers of this party to make it look like their views have widespread support amongst people who read the 
article.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 1:18pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Yes, the typical tactics that all these regressive groups, that want to take us back 100 years, use. 

Next, there will be a party wanting to send the kids back up the chimneys.

Best to leave them to it, this is just giving them more oxygen.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:17pm

Paul Elam · Founder and Publisher at A Voice for Men
Does that make you feel better about you supposed regulars here getting little to no support at all?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 2:30pm

Jacob King Taylor · London, United Kingdom
Paul Elam I couldn't care less tbh, I don't derive my sense of self worth and conviction in my beliefs from the amount of people liking my comments on a football website.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:36pm

Natty Kadifa
Gab Web 'regressive groups who want to take us back 100 years' - tell me, is caring about the human rights of little baby boys and wanting to end circumcision of infant young males going to take us 
back to what exactly? Human sacrifice? Flagging?
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 1, 2017 4:05pm
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Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
We are known for defending each other and for defending the natural truth. Won't apologize for it either.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 11:50am

Al Liance
Jacob King Taylor I invite you to look deep within and explore your sense of your self worth and its blindness to discrimination, prejudice, hatred and evil. Yes, Jacob - I invite you to look deep within, 
honestly, and not to shrink back from what you find. Tickets are still available for the conference.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 3, 2017 6:01am

Axel Grude · Dunmore, Galway, Ireland
You will see - eventually the truth will come back into fashion. Maybe enot doay, not tomorrow, but eventually...
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 12:41pm

John Allman · De Montfort University Leicester (DMU)
I find it hard to work out exactly what it is about J4MB, or the International Conference for Men's Issues, that the writer is complaining about, or what he or she expects City to have done, when 
approached about the booking (for the international conference, not for the British political party). It would obviously have been wrong for City, professedly committed to diversity, to turn down any 
booking, merely because of a dislike of the particular group that made the booking. No-platforming and diversity don't go to together. There have been umpteem conferences in recent decades about 
issues that the organisers identifed as being women's issues. What is "equal" about throwing a wobbly, when a men's issues conference is called, for a change?

For the record, I am most emphatically NOT a friend of Mike Buchanan's, especially as far as he is concerned. I have stood for Parliament more times than him, and obtained a lot more votes. I would be 
banned from joining J4MB, if I tried. My allegiance lies elsewhere.

However, when the J4MB election manifesto 2015 was published, not long after the formation was mooted of the Women's Equality Party, I was sufficiently impressed by the rationality and scholarship of 
that manfesto, to pen a blog post at the time, about the two fledgling political parties.

The two parties do bear certain similarities to one another, although I dare say neither of their leaders will like me poining me this out. Crucially, both parties claim merely to be seeking nothing more 
sinister than gender equality. Each focuses upon how only one of the two genders is (they say) disadvantaged, backed up with purported facts and statistics. Both have sharp rhetorical tongues in their 
coverage of the antics of the other, and of the world at large. But if pursuing gender equality by focusing on one gender were so wrong that it could lawfully and fairly be no-platformed, an argument that 
this writer hasn't made, then it was just as wrong when only feminists did it, long before (as I call them) Mike's "masculists" followed suit.

My blog post of 2015, I say, is a great deal more balanced than this piece. I am not ashamed to link to it in this comment.

Masculism, Femininism and the Euro Tunnel
https://johnallmanuk.wordpress.com/2015/02/16/masculism/

John Allman
Former parliamentary candidates for:
Harrogate and Knaresborough, 2005, Alliance For Change
Cheadle, 2005 by-election, Alliance For Change
Livingston, 2005 byelection, Alliance For Change
North Cornwall, 2015, Let Every Child Have Both Parents
North Cornwall, 2017, Christian Peoples Alliance
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 1, 2017 11:55am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
". Each focuses upon how only one of the two genders is (they say) disadvantaged,

This is where you err. We don't claim that women are not in any way disadvantaged, only that men are also disadvantaged and those disadvantages need to be addressed.

More importantly, none of the proposed solutions drop women below equality with men. That's an important distinction for me. I won't support discriminating against women to make men's lives better.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 1:06pm

John Allman · De Montfort University Leicester (DMU)
Chuck Buford I didn't say that J4MB denied that women were disadvantaged. I said that it's FOCUS was the disadvantaging.of men. I don't see why anybody has a problem with that. I don't.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 1:25pm

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
John Allman except feminists do deny men are disadvantaged in any way
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 5:30pm

Zaharia Domnica · Academia de Studii Economice Bucuresti
Chuck Buford Indeed. They often do. In fact, they often claim that all white, cis, straight men are "privileged". But the speakers at ICM in previous years haven't been so simplistic and narrow-minded. 
People ought to listen to their presentations, what they actually say, rather than rushing to judgment based upon the irrational rhetorical slurs of hatchet job editorials like this one.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 4:24am

Judd Clarke · Copywriter at Carphone Warehouse
Will there be strippers at this event and how much are VIP tickets.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 11:40am

Geheim Nisvoll
Only if the Feminists show up.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 11:40am

Ed Neurfenderfer
Geheim Nisvoll Lol. That's so true. They do like going topless don't they?
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 5:13pm

Nick Spiller
As usual, only women can be victims of discrimination and disadvantage. The moment men try to get together to discuss their issues and problems a hate based article like this comes along. Sickening 
and makes me more interested in the conference than I would otherwise have been.
Like · Reply · 20 · Nov 1, 2017 11:17am
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Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Indeed, it will drive many more people to the conference even if the venue has to be changed. This always works in MRA's favor. They see the hate-based criticism here, go to the conference to see for 
themselves, and actually find nothing whatsoever similar to what the haters and would-be censors described. It is partly why the MRM has grown near-exponentially. The other part is becasue they are 
telling the truth and in which feminists are having egg all over their faces.
Like · Reply · Nov 2, 2017 11:21am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Are you really that fucking stupid?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:38am

Natty Kadifa
I am a proud supporter of the work Mike Buchanan does. Look at the name of his party 'Justice for Men & Boys (AND THE WOMEN WHO LOVE THEM). I am a woman who loves men and the constant 
attack on men by feminists and gynocentric institutions is digusting. This conference is extremely important and the fact that a hit piece article such as this needs to inflate and use words such as 'sinister' 
to characterise the MARRIED WITH CHILDREN Mike Buchanan is almost libelous and actually, is blatant slander. 
Making a comment that women who are 'unattractive' might utilise the moral hysteria of the opportunistic #metoo campaign to their advantage does not prove anything except that Mike can sometimes be 
'un pc'. What do you guys think about the Labour MP Jess Philip's comments about male suicide not being important? Would you like me to dig out the many quotes from prominent feminists who are 
women with positions of power who shame men and personally attack them on their appearance. But because they are women, they are not treated as a threat. How misogynistic! Are women not able to 
be the same threat as men? are they not equally influencial and strong, NO? wow what a sexist bigot you must be if you think so!
If you hold a conference hosted by the ultra feminist organisation NOW - I would think 'well I disagree with their men hating' however I would not go and write a disguting article like this to stop them from 
speaking. Only 7% of women in the UK are feminists, yet feminists claim to represent 'womens rights'. They do no represent me and my human rights - which as an egalitarian I afford to both men and 
women equally. Disagreeing with the feminists monopoly on government policy such as 'Listen and believe' (where all sexual assault claims are believed no matter what the story is or the evidence 
because of feminist ideology!) is not against womens rights, its against feminist supremacy. I will be writing this to the editor of this website.
Like · Reply · 24 · Nov 1, 2017 11:14am · Edited

Natty Kadifa
Oh btw we have to keep this event a secret location due to these kinds of attacks! https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/.../messages-for-men-tickets...
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 4:12pm

Natty Kadifa
Isn't it funny how I get a lack of response from the outraged among this comments section, with this comment, too much female supporting going I suppose!
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 3:21am

Carl Orsborn · University of Salford International
I don't follow Birmingham City's fortunes, but might these have been affected by having two goals at one end of the pitch?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 9:52am

Ian Pomfrett · Northampton, Northamptonshire
The one time you actually wish one/all of the David Robins would appear...
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 9:52am

Ciaran Mac Namara · Works at Cognizant
He's the origninal Dark Knight. unlike these guys who dress up as him and climb government buildings....
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 10:17am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
I can't wait for all these fucking bellends who have found their way to F365 for the first time to bring their poor put upon male snowflake crap to fuck the fuck off back to their porn sites and leave us to talk 
about football. A voice for men. We've got a fucking voice, the whole world is our voice.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 9:23am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Yeah... can't have them actually dealing with the issues that men face. Can't have that at all. Might help men achieve equal rights... and that's absolutely not going to be allowed... am I right Dan?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 12:48pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Chuck Buford equal rights? Our rights are more than equal. We are so fucking privileged we can’t even see it. We hold almost every powerful position in the world. We get payed more for the same work, 
we are not fucking oppressed. 
It’s fine to look at the issues men face. There are many. But let’s not conflate matters. We are more than equal.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:31pm

Natty Kadifa
Take a look at what happens when men try to have a voice - THIS ARTICLE - you numpty
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 1:37pm

Natty Kadifa
Dan Preston The reality is YOU ARE NOT more than equal. Why don't you see what happens is a woman falsely accuses you of sexual assault - go to www.accused.me.uk and you'll see exactly what I 
am talking about - educate yourself
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 1:38pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Natty Kadifa OH FOR FUCKS SAKE. Listen, there may be problems with the way sexual assault is handled, maybe things have swung too far after the years and years of women being dismissed and 
put through absolute fucking hell to prove rape, but that's one thing. we hold the knapp in 99% of our lives. For women, it is absolutely normal to be sexually assaulted, to be underpaid, to be belittled. 
You're not fucking helping, you numpty. And you see men do have a voice. Every comment on this is a voice. The whole of the internet is full of odious little fuckers with a voice. Threatening death, 
threatening rape. Now fuck the fuck off our football site.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 1:46pm
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Jack Slocum
Dan Preston " we hold the knapp in 99% of our lives..."

B/S! Women hold ALL of the cards in marriage, including the right to have the husband removed from the house he may well have paid for...and a great deal more. They are NOT underpaid for the same 
work, they get lighter sentences for the same offence, ridiculously lighter sentcenes in many cases, have about twice as much spent on their health care - even though men die sooner - and about three 
times as muich spent on research into their cancers - even though male cancers are just as lethal. I could go on. I suspect you are one of Corbyn's lefty clowns. He said - did he not - that the next Labour 
government will run the country for the benefit of women? Then God help men. The country is run for the benefit of women and girls already.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 1:57pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Jack Slocum jack, i refer you to my above request. Fuck off our site.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 2:01pm

Natty Kadifa
Dan Preston For women, it is absolutely normal to be sexually assaulted, < that famous stat that feminists use 1 in 3, *shock horror* is a completely misreresented and, well, it includes men in the crime 
stat. 

to be underpaid, < How many times does the pay gap need to be debunked to get through to people like you, even Harvard University has published a study debunking this myth! Please open your eyes 
and your mind. 

to be belittled. < The belittling I see these days is done to men. Everytime a man opens his mouth and speaks honestly about how society treats him he is treated to articles like this and much, much 
worse. 

You're not fucking helping, you numpty. And you see men do have a voice. Every comment on this is a voice. The whole of the internet is full of odious little fuckers with a voice. Threatening death, 
threatening rape. Now fuck the fuck off our football site. << so I call you a numpty and you swea back at me in response, I think I touched a nerve. You are very much part of the the problem, go and 
watch www.theredpillmovie.com and come back tell me that you are the 'privileged sex'. I dare you.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 4:00pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Natty Kadifa 
1- I don’t use statistics when talking of women being abused. I see it. It’s everywhere. Friends, relatives, others. 
2- the pay gap is real, absolutely here in the uk and acknowledged by big companies. It’s there in the bbc and many others. I have personal experience of it. its 21% in Europe. 
3- this article is men talking about men. Our experience of not being discriminated against is just as valid as your anecdotal evidence of there being discrimination. I speak from a lifetime of experience as 
a man. 
4 - Now, please, pretty please with a cherry on top, stop telling me about men and fuck the fuck off.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 4:48pm

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Dan Preston our rights are equal? Do you have the right to genital integrity?

Women do. 

Do you have reproductive rights? 

Women do.

Do you have the right to equal protection under the law? Nope. 

A man was recently murdered by a 31 year old woman with 65 convictions. 

65 convictions. Were she incarcerated like a man would have been, get victim would still be alive... privilege indeed.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 5:25pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Ignorance is astonishing!
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 11:36am

Al Liance
Dan Preston .... i find the internet is full of odious little fuckers like Dan Preston - who, it seems, only have two working parts - their mouths and their arseholes ... and there are clearly indistinguishable.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 6:11am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Al Liance love you. xxx
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 6:33am

Geheim Nisvoll
Right. So here is a challenge for you, MAN. Go out onto a public site-- try Jezebel.com, for instance-- and talk about *ANY* Men's issue. Pick one. And see how far you get.

BTW, you may have seen that the conference has been shut down. The venue recinded. This has been the case time and time and time again, literally all over the world. Men are not allowed to talk 
about their issues publicly. Whenever Men gather together to talk about their issues, Feminists rally and flood the press, the mail, and the airwaves with their poisonous misandric bullshit and work to 
have it shut down. But you don't have to believe me-- or any of the other people who have been telling you the same thing-- go look it up for yourself. It's all out there and quite out in the open. Feminists 
are quite blatant in their misandry and opposition to EQUAL RIGHTS.

Think about that the next time you look in the mirror and realize that you are a man. You are carrying water for people who don't give a SHIT whether you live or die. Because you had the supreme 
misfortune of being born-- a MALE.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 7:40am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Gee, such sweet tones-- from someone who was busy tone-policing me not too long ago. Which is all good as long as you are aware that you are simply a hypocrite. Feel free to carry on. I 
always enjoy watching someone make a right ass out of themselves.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 7:42am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Geheim Nisvoll my dear fellow, I was 'tone policing' you because you have an axe to grind and a message to get across, I don't. I was just saying that you want to win people over you need to drop the 
rhetoric. I know I'm never going to convince you so my tone is less important. Or maybe you don't really care about winning me over and just want to admonish me for not agreeing with your views. I 
understand that. When you're 'woke' and those around you can't see it it's very frustrating. It's just when people look a bit deeper at many of those people commenting on this thread they see people like 
Paul Elam saying that he has no sympathy for murdered women because family law favours them, or they see what they perceive to be racism and lots of promotion of right wing causes and white 
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supremacists, which aren't well known for their love of equality, it's hard for those of us reading to distance some of your good points from some of the things we consider to be not so good.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 8:11am

Roderick Lonsdale · Owner at Self-employed
Dan Preston Out spoken male Feminists often turn out to be sex offenders or paedopliles. It keeps happening again and again. I am not joking. - Thats right Dan, you keep shouting to everyone your the 
good man. The one good man and the rest of us are dirty and dodgy. The fact is your spitefull virtue signalling at a movement that values men and boys, says more about you. Please do not judge other 
men by your merits. Most men are kind loving brave and considerate and most often adore female company. In my experience the most active violent and cruel males are more likely to have violent 
mothers than fathers. And possess a deep hidden well of hatred, especially for woman, that they do everything they can to hide. It is behind closed doors or covertly when it can manifest itself. Female 
abusers of men & boys 'misanderists' can afford to be overt in their abuse. Examining abuse that children suffer at the hands of adults totally honestly, is the only way to make people better happier, 
kinder people. Radical Feminists are deeply twisted people, both woman and men. They live in a place far from love, responsibility, respect and accountability. Lies are their vehicle.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 5:21pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Roderick Lonsdale 'spiteful virtue signalling'. You utter, utter fucking prick.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 5:55pm

Mike Noble · Hull University
Dan Preston MRAs do not claim that men are oppressed, we're not, but as you yourself agree there are issues which disproprtionately impact men and boys. There are hundreds if not thousands of 
organisations and tens (hundreds) of thousands of people, with access to millions of pounds of funding who work to address issues faced by women and girls but there are virtually none which advocate 
in the same way for men and boys and next to no funding. You also agree these issues should be addressed, well the International Conference which you so vehemently disagree with will address these 
issues that is the point of it, I don't know why you let your personal (misplaced I think) antagonism towards Paul Elam blind you to that.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 11:36pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Mike Noble the problem is that these mens groups always seem to have vocal supporters with other views that many people don't like, and this gets conflated with the good ideas you have, like better 
funding for male cancer research or stopping pointless religious circumcisions.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 4, 2017 1:27am

Mike Noble · Hull University
Dan Preston I completely understand why you would think that Dan, I really do. If my only source of reference was the mainstream media I would think exactly the same way you do, but I can guarantee 
that if you went direct to the source, watch some of Karen Straughan's or Alison Tieman's videos. This short clip is one of the most moving scenes in the film The Red Pill which I think really hits home 
with the notion of male disposability, if you do nothing else today please try and watch this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJOlIm5_wGs

When ever I see reference to MRAs in the media or reporting of unsavoury articles on MRA websites it's almost never an MRA that said or did the terrible thing and almost never an MRA website that is 
the source of the unsavoury article. If the reference is to an actiual MRA or MRA website whatever the problem is is invariably a flippant comment or joke taken completely out of context. Paul Elam is 
often on the receiving end of this type of attack because he has a no nonsense, forthright way of addressing the issues we men all face, to a greater or lesser degree.

I'm convinced that these people have the best intentions and are genuinly sympathetic to the troubles many men and boys face otherwise I would not call myself an MRA. Now, I don't expect to convince 
you to declare yourself an MRA but perhaps you might see that all we want is to be left to get on and address these issues ourselves. We're not asking for millions of pounds or special treatment at the 
expense of women all we ask is that if people don't want to support what we do then at least, please don't actively work against us, don't make our task harder than it already is.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 4, 2017 8:09am

Al Liance
Dan Preston ... pity ...
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 10:09am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston That might actually be the closest thing to a human expression I've heard you utter. Thank you. I would like to tell you a moment about Paul Elam and AVoiceForMen. Paul has spent nearly 
two decades searching for a way to break through the cultural "blindness" for men and men's issues that people have for men, as well as to try and find a way to grind the gears of the Anti-Male Feminist 
juggernaut which is busy grinding men under its "Woman Good, Man Bad" heels. 

Our entire society is gynocentric. Everything revolves around women and keeping them happy and safe. Men work hard at giving women what they want. Especially "Feminist" men. But it's very hard to 
get anybody to pay attention and do anything about the issues that affect men. And in fact, if you even bring it up, you're hounded by Feminists working to shut you down-- as you've already seen that's 
happened here, just like it does most everywhere else. It happens in your parliment-- you have Feminist MP's who openly mock men's issues and belittlling men for raising them. You have universities 
that refuse to permit men to have student unions (or whatever it is you call them in the UK) and take other drastic (and often dramatic) steps to silence men's voices.

What are Feminists afraid of? Equality? That thing they keep harping and going on about? There is an old saying along the lines of you only cut out a man's tongue when you're afraid of what it has to 
say. Feminists know damned good and well that they are nothing about equality and everything about justifying whatever the fuck they feel like saying or doing and claiming that it's some kind of 
"feminine mystique" and hope you're gullible enough to go along with it. Whenever some actual equality comes their way-- or, God help them, some *actual responsibility* for anything-- they're always the 
first ones to cry and bitch and put on their pink pussy hats to march for... whatever the fuck it is they're marching for-- I don't think anybody actually knows.

People don't listen when you're polite and respectful-- not unless they're already there on their own and ready to hear what you have to say. Which means if you if you want to get any traction, you have 
to make waves. It is an unfortunate fact, and one that I resisted heavily-- but I have seen the conversations and the back-and-forth way too many times, and as distasteful as it seems, Paul Elam has 
made a believer out of me. I personally would far prefer to just sit down with everybody-- male and female, black and white-- and anybody else-- and toss all our problems into the ring and see how many 
of them we could hear, understand and figure out a way to address. We have literally *billions* of people on the planet. Why is it that the *only* problems we're allowed to address are *Women's* issues? 
Especially after we've already been at it now for over 150 years !?!?!?

I would like to tell you something else about Paul Elam, he is a very nice guy. He's just used to getting a lot of shit from Feminists and "Male Allies" who are hell bent on suppressing his views and 
shutting down his *MALE* voice-- along with doing their best to shout down any attempt by men to discuss their issues and concerns. In other venues they have called in bomb threats, pulled fire alarms, 
lobbied fiercely on the TV and radio-- done anything they can to thwart men from having their say. Does that sound like a group that is in any way interested in "equality"? It doesn't to me. Frankly, it 
sounds to me a lot more like a bunch of pampered, narcissisitc bitches who claim perpetual victim-hood so they won't have to give up the gravy train.

As far as I know, every single person in the MHRM (MRA's) are interested in *equal* rights. Holding women *responsible* for the same things and in the same ways that men are in society. So that in 
addition to the rights and privileges that Men have, they also get the duties, obligations and responsibilties. But our main focus, is on addressing the issues that concern men. 

And most particularly, how do men get to be equal with *women* ???

Here's an interesting thing you could do if you wanted-- I invite you to. Go to YouTube and type in "Karen Straughan" and listen to some of her videos. 

Feminism and Male Disposability
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp8tToFv-bA

I would also recommend Honey Badger Radio. As a group, they're a bit wild and wooley and quite fun to listen to. Most of the Honey Badgers also have their own YouTube channels, and you may have 
seen some of their comments here, such as Karen Straughan, Alison Tieman, Hanna Wallen-- among others.

HoneyBadgetRadio
https://www.youtube.com/user/HoneyBadgerRadio

And of course there's Paul Elam's channel, and his web site AVoiceForMen.com. If you're going to disparage these people, at least have the deceny to give them a listen and fault them for wha they 
really have to say.

An Ear for Men
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXNNG0ej_6rU9SxCZ4dyq6w
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 8:07pm · Edited
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Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston And one of my personal favorite YouTubers, who has little to do with Men's Rights particularly, but is just a good, overall thoughtful commentator, is Stefan Molyneux: He speaks on many 
subjects and topics, ranging from philosophy to current events to history to even good parenting. I suggest you look through his vast catalog of videos and find something that seems not particularly 
controversial to you, give it a listen to see if you like his style and presentation, and then go from there. He is very well prepared when he puts together his videos and includes all of his sources as well as 
often puts his notes up right on the screen for you to follow along with-- or double-check for yourself.

Stefan Molyneaux
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCC3L8QaxqEGUiBC252GHy3w
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 8:14pm

John Alister
Justice for Men and Boys is actually fighting against sexism. It took me some time to realize how biased the mainstream media are. It would be a shame to censor them...
Like · Reply · 23 · Nov 1, 2017 9:20am

Jack Slocum
Indeed.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 1:50pm

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
What utter bollocks.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:35am

Andrew Carter · Veterinarian at Adelaide veterinary specialist and referral centre
Deliberate mis representation the J4MB policy on DV shelters is that they should be available to any gender. But to stop funding organisations like women’s aid that promote lies about the cause of 
domestic violence and deny male victims exist and deserve support services.
Like · Reply · 17 · Nov 1, 2017 8:58am

Andrew Carter · Veterinarian at Adelaide veterinary specialist and referral centre
Exactly what is wrong with discussion of men’s issues in a public forum? Would you have the same attitude to a feminist conference? This article and the bias underlying it is the reason J4MB and AVFM 
exist. If it wasn’t for the one sides media coverage of men’s issues in general and the continued support for anti-male media coverage in particular men like myself would have happily ignored these 
issues and continued to spend our days working our lives away ignorant of the issues facing some of us. So by all means keep up your bigoted coverage of gender discrimination and you will see the 
numbers of MRA’s grow.
Like · Reply · 29 · Nov 1, 2017 8:37am

Geheim Nisvoll
>> "you will see the numbers of MRA’s grow."

And grow they will. And grow and grow and grow some more. MEN have the hard power in society. Feminism will end the very moment that men are collectively tired of its shaming and miserable 
misrepresentation. They will shrug and it will be over. The more Feminists do to provoke men, the greater will be the response.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 10:04am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Geheim Nisvoll Are you really that fucking stupid?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:25am

Geheim Nisvoll
Frankie Dysart My friend, I am afraid that it is you who are the stupid one here. Look around you. What are the Feminists afraid of? Men. They're litterally shaking in their boots and hiding in their safe 
spaces. They know darn good and well that they fuck with men at their peril. That's why they work so hard to unhook men from their male power. They are working to unload your weapon so they can use 
theirs.

I am curious though, do you ask your mistress if she'll get your balls out of her purse and let you hold them now and then? You know, just for old times sake?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 7:24pm

Jade Davis France · Case Western Reserve University
This article reads like something out of a newspaper run by Italian communists . . . .

Anyone can see that whoever wrote the article is simply driven by hate and ignorance.

In a democratic civilization we need to encourage open dialogue and encourage discussion of any and all issues. Let these gentlmen meet and discuss their concerns.
Like · Reply · 46 · Nov 1, 2017 8:20am

Karen Straughan · Advocate at Self-employed
Gentlemen and ladies. Several of the speakers, including myself, are women. :)
Like · Reply · 34 · Nov 1, 2017 11:40am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Karen Straughan Thanks Karen. Many in this comments stream will be unaware (given your customary modesty) that you're the legendary Canadian anti-feminist vlogger GirlWritesWhat, for my money 
(and that of many mens' rights advocates I know) the most influential / important vlogger on gender issues for the best part of the last decade. One of few people to have spoken at all of the last three 
International Conferences on Men's Issues, with a YouTube channel here https://www.youtube.com/user/girlwriteswhat. I look forward to welcoming you to the Birmingham conference. All the best.
Like · Reply · 26 · Nov 1, 2017 12:43pm

Paul Elam · Founder and Publisher at A Voice for Men
Karen Straughan Mike, how could you? :-)
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 1, 2017 2:27pm

Geheim Nisvoll
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Karen Straughan And mighty fine women at that. You rock, Karen!
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 10:00am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Geheim Nisvoll She certainly does!
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 2, 2017 1:45pm

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Karen Straughan And some black people claim that racism doesn't exist. Just because you're a women doesn't mean that you're not also a fucking idiot.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:28am

Geheim Nisvoll
Frankie Dysart I have generally been of the opinion that profanity is the last bastion of inarticulate mother fuckers.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 7:18pm · Edited

Chani Randazzo · Gold Coast Institute of TAFE
I am surprised by this attack. Mike Buchanan is speaking out against sexism. That's a very important topic. There is nothing controversial at all about being for justice and against gender prejudice - 
especially when women hold the power to declare men guilty of sexual harassment without evidence. The issues of justice and due process - despite a person's gender - are crucial human rights topics. 
Of course we need to discuss them. The only possible concern I could see is Mike's comments on sexual harassment in the workplace. It is true that unattractive women can be sexually harassed, just as 
unattractive men can be sexually harassed and ridiculed. This happens precisely because they are deemed unattractive. It's important that we recognise this, but we need to understand that while this 
behaviour is rare, both men and women make up the small number of people who engage in this behaviour. And both men and women make up the victims. Denying due process to men in the workplace 
on the grounds that they are male is simply an abuse of power.
Like · Reply · 48 · Nov 1, 2017 8:06am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
'especially when women hold the power to declare men guilty of sexual harassment without evidence.'

No. No they don't. They can accuse like the rest of us. Everything after that is due process, and heavily weighted against the accuser.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 9:28am

Jade Davis France · Case Western Reserve University
Dan Preston Even in theory, once an accusation of rape has been made, the process is NOT "heavily weighted against the accuser."

The only thing necessary for proof of an accusation, in due process, is that the accuser be telling the truth.

The process is designed to elicit the truth. It is neither designed to protect the guilty, or, to defeat an accuser. It is designed simply to allow a focus of all of the relevant information and evidence in one 
place, at one time, in which lawers, judges and members of the public can examine the evidence and the accusation in light of the evidence.

Anyone who thinks the system is weighted against the accused is simply deluded by propaganda and fantasies.

Unfortunately, such deluded persons have politically corrupted the system so that men can, in fact, be declared guilty (arrested, detained and not admitted to reasonable bail) based solely upon 
accusations. A man can be incarerated (punished) for years based solely upon a false accusation of rape or sexual assault. In addition, once the accusation is made, the man's life outside of the system 
beomes a perpetual, lifetime, nightmare. The false accusers frequently walk free.

We know that false accusations exceed 60% and that number may be even higher since the majority of cases CPS is bringing are now resulting in aquittals.
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 1, 2017 3:55pm · Edited

Karen Straughan · Advocate at Self-employed
Dan Preston That's actually completely false. In most western countries, regarding crimes perceived as violence against, or violations of, women by men, due process is already heavily eroded. Measures 
have been implemented from the 1980s (or earlier) onward to make it easier and easier to convict a man accused of these types of crimes (sexual assault, domestic violence, etc). The burden on the 
prosecution (and the accuser) is less onerous in sexual assault cases than for virtually any other crime. 

Regardless of that, the accusation alone carries a stigma, and often significant social penalties. The cultural discourse is now such that "listen and believe" is the prescription, and publicly defending 
(what's left of) due process of law and the presumption of innocence will result in accusations of rape apology. Any assertion that we (the general public) should reserve judgment until evidence is 
presented or a conviction is reached is portrayed as a re-victimization of the victim. 

Men who are acquitted are routinely portrayed in media as having "gotten away with it." I have seen this happen even in cases where the evidence strongly suggested innocence and where the 
complainants were found to have perjured themselves in their reports to police and on the stand. 

Feminist pundits like Zerlina Maxwell often argue that not wholeheartedly believing any claim of sexual assault made by a woman is more harmful to a victim than false accusations of sexual assault is to 
the wrongfully accused--even though men have been beaten, ostracized, fired, abandoned by friends and family, kicked out of school, and even been murdered or committed suicide, over accusations 
that later turned out to be false.

The UK is embracing no-drop policies that require police and prosecutors to pursue sexual assault complaints as far as they possibly can--Mark Pearson, who was accused of sexual assault while 
walking through the Waterloo station was prosecuted all the way to a verdict, despite the existence of CCTV footage clearly demonstrating his innocence. Years of his life and god knows how much 
money swallowed up over an accusation that was verifyably false right from the beginning, the evidence available to police before they even arrested him. 

Your flippant attitude only shows you haven't been payng attention.
Like · Reply · 32 · Nov 1, 2017 10:38am

Natty Kadifa
Dan Preston 'Everything after that is due process, and heavily weighted against the accuser.' <<< You are completely incorrect, please research 'Listen and believe' and open your mind to the policy in 
the UK under 'violence against women and girls/ VAWA' where accusors are BELIEVED despite the evidence or the strength of their story, google Mark Pearson and open your mind once again to the 
CPS who are so desperate to reach ideologically driven targets they target innocent men so they can say they took him to trial, despite knowing the story will fall apart. The reality is an industry that has 
completely turned the 'weight' against the accused.
Like · Reply · 20 · Nov 1, 2017 1:32pm · Edited

Ian Lambton
Dan Preston You are either unbelievably naïve or unacceptably disingenuous. Currently the instruction from the CPS to 'The Police' is to believe the accuser, which requires an automatic presumption of 
guilt, the accused effectively having to prove his innocence, and there is at least one celerated case in which police officers are alleged to have conspired to fabricate evidence against a wholly innocent 
accused man. As things stand, there is no 'due process' and the system is heavily weighted in favour of the accuser.
Like · Reply · 17 · Nov 2, 2017 8:49am · Edited

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Dan Preston Kevin Spacey would beg to differ.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 12:21pm
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Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Dan Preston Mark Pearson would disagree. Even with video evidence of his innocence, he still had to fight to prove his innocence to prevent himself from ending up in prison for a crime he didn't commit.
Like · Reply · 16 · Nov 1, 2017 12:23pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Dan Preston Dan, they are doing the 'send in reinforcements' tactic of flooding the page with more and more acolytes. And then talking about other people being brainwashed.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:57pm

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Dan Preston Do you know what happens if you go to the police or go to any news outlet to tell them that your enployer two years ago stole your wallet, told you to go "fuck yourself" and then spat in your 
face, with no evidence?
Yeah, they point their finger at you and laugh you out the door.

Yet if a woman accuses a man of anything as such, by law the police have to use tax payers money to investigate, and not doubt her either. The media and politicains will just blindly believe a woman on 
words alone, such as today with Bex Bailey. 
With her story replace the word "rape" with any other type of (non-"gendered") crime you can think of, and try to imagine the mainstream just blinding believing her that some guy in the labour party stoll 
her tv?
Oh here's a better idea, look up a guy named Mark Pearson, and his story.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 1, 2017 4:22pm

Andrew Carter · Veterinarian at Adelaide veterinary specialist and referral centre
Dan Preston ask Mark Pearson about what happens to those falsely accused. Arrested in the early morning by a mob of police, years of legal proceedings to be faught. All costing time money, 
psychological and emotional distress. All they needed to do was look at the video of him crossing the railway station to know the accusation was false but NO! The British system is so corrupt that the 
crown prosecution went to the full trial, not for justice, but because the politicians have to be seen to be hard on sex offenses.
I ask you, if a man accused a famous actress of assault on the same evidence would the situation be treated the same way, in the British (in) justice system?
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 2, 2017 6:42am

Ian Lambton
Jade Davis France Typically you assault those with whom you disagree with demonstrable falsehoods and ad hominem attacks. There is far too much readily available evidence of 'The Police' and the 
CPS prosecuting cases, in England, in addition to numerous well publicised cases in North America and elsewhere, in which it is clear from the outset that the accuser is lying for your assertion to be 
taken seriously and I will not waste time refuting it.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 8:50am · Edited

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Not when the "court" is the court of public opinion. That, if nowhere else, is where the largest amount of damage is done. Let us hope that you never have to discover this for yourself 
firsthand.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 9:58am

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web You're delusional. We're not "acolytes", we're simply men and women who believe in something you Feminists don't-- equality.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 2, 2017 9:59am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Dan Preston Clearly, you are not payng attention. look at how many men lose there sometimes completely-unrelated jobs when an accusation surfaces. He must resign or be fired. his reputation gets 
smeared even before he gets chartged with a single crime...if he gets charged at all! That is not due process.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 10:55am

Gustavo Suhett Helmer
Don't be surprised, chani, it's standard procedure at this time, including the "don't look pass the curtain" diatribe he spews when he says "don't read the coments".
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 11:30am

Roderick Lonsdale · Owner at Self-employed
Dan Preston Never when the accuser is a woman against the average man.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 5:27pm

Mike Noble · Hull University
Dan Preston 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/.../Teenager-falsely-accused...

http://dailycaller.com/.../false-rape-accusation-gets.../

http://www.kansas.com/news/local/crime/article122429824.html

http://metro.co.uk/.../false-rape-claim-led-to-man.../

http://www.newsminer.com/.../article_e0b76ac0-97af-11e4...

https://thoughtcatalog.com/.../13-women-who-lied-about.../
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 12:32am · Edited

Sean Toddington
Karen Straughan What a load of nonsense. Any examination of reputable evidence suggests that the vast majority of men who commit rape get away scot free. You at like the queen in Alice in 
Wonderland happy to believe six impossible things before breakfast. As a woman - assuming you are a woman - why do you have a compusion to suck up to these creeps?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 4, 2017 4:23am

Geheim Nisvoll
Sean Toddington Seriously dude, you should just cut your balls off right now and hand them to the nearest woman. You clearly cannot be trusted with them.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 5, 2017 7:16pm
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Jeffry Dethlefson
Sean Toddington Let's take a look at that "reputable evidence" shall we?

https://www.avoiceformen.com/.../clementine-ford-is-a-fraud/

It looks like you are incorrect!
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 7:27pm

Sean Toddington
I said reputable evidence mate. Not the drivel on AVFM.
Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Ariel Carter
Male rights and issues are important, I hope this becomes a success.
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 7:55am

Alison Tieman · Kelvington, Saskatchewan
I’m a speaker at the event. My name is Alison Tieman. These are the only groups that have ever accepted my views and invited me to speak to them. I question the traditional gender roles “man = 
invulnerable” / “woman = vulnerable.” Not only have these groups allowed me to speak to how these traditional gender roles hurt men by causing their issues to be ignored or dismissed as their own 
responsibility, “they did it to themselves”, they also allow me to speak on how these traditional gender roles harm women. 

At one of the events put on by men’s rights activists, I gave the following speech: “Why do we exploit women for their fear?” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvfuoW8ET1o

No woman is allowed to question this “role of fear” she’s expected to play by mainstream society or apparently by you. Yet these groups allow it. You tell me who are the real misogynists.
Like · Reply · 59 · Nov 1, 2017 7:53am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
I'll tell you who the real misogynists are, the people you are siding with. 

There have been others who have spoken about these issues, even films made about them, so it is interesting but certainly is not a view being censored by all and sundry. 

It is good that all the normal racists and bigots on this site agree with you, though. That is usually a good indicator that some of us just can't afford to ignore.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 8:39am

Doug Lefelhocz · Macedonia, Ohio
Gab Web "But they, too, are entitled to their view that this goes against gender equality, which the site believes in."

This makes for a hilarious comment in terms of it's arrogance. Maybe you should learn A LOT more about Alison Tieman than you seem to know. She knows those people FAR better than you do. But, 
apparently you know better than her that they 'are the real misogynists'. No Mr. Web, you are not the authority on what *she* knows. And since you've discounted *her* opinion when she has superior 
knowledge to you, that seems rather telling.

"It is good that all the normal racists and bigots on this site agree with you, though."

I haven't even seen race brought up in the comments here. There simply is no discrimination on the basis of race unless race gets brought up.
Like · Reply · 22 · Nov 1, 2017 9:09am

Alison Tieman · Kelvington, Saskatchewan
Doug Lefelhocz I’m quite used to liberal men “knowing” my opinion for me “as a woman.” At least men’s rights activists listen. Not all, there are always outliers. But when I talk to Paul Elam, Mike 
Buchanan, Tom Golden, they listen. Really listen. You can tell the difference between “waiting to talk” and actual listening and they’re doing the latter.
Like · Reply · 37 · Nov 1, 2017 9:13am

Adam Kitchen
Gab Web you really are a tiresome bore. Your pathetic 'arguments' center solely around calling people who don't buy into your narrative as racists or bigots.

I don't happen to agree with everything - and certainly the tone - that this group stand for, but your vitriolic hysteria is typical of today's "progressives" and exactly why such an event needs to go ahead.
Like · Reply · 22 · Nov 1, 2017 9:36am

Andrew Benfell
Alison Tieman I feel proud that Paul, Mike and Tom are being spoken in such earthy, real terms of humanity and not some throwaway adjective on the extremes of vocabulary, thank you. It is very difficult 
to listen well. Especially if the subject matter is so very antagonistic.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 10:01am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Adam Kitchen No one arguing about it going ahead, it is where it is going ahead. You are entitled to your opinion, I think you are an idiot also. Believe it or not there are a lot of racists or bigots out there 
and it is no surprise to see you pandering to them.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:59pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Alison Tieman I'm used to discussing odd subjects with people with odd facebook pages. Are you sure that you even exist?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:02pm

Adam Kitchen
Gab Web The point is that you have been rebuked numerous times throughout this thread and I haven't once seen you muster a well-thought out reply. You've resorted to abuse and name-calling, rather 
than have a factual debate simply because you refuse to contemplate that these people may actually have a point.

I went over their manifesto in full and whilst not agreeing with all of it, there were numerous important points and questions that were raised that definitely warrant further attention. To simply call people 
idiots, racists, and bigots, show you to be wilfully ignorant to some of these issues when you claim to be standing for some sort of morally righteous justice.

Apart from the vulgar quotes (which I completely agree with you) from Mr Buchanan in the text above relating to attractiveness, which points in their manifesto signify that they're racists and bigots?
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 3:06pm
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Robert Brockway · Managing Editor at A Voice for Men
Gab Web understands the MRM so well he's questioning whether Alison Tieman is a real person.
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 2, 2017 2:53am

Andrew Carter · Veterinarian at Adelaide veterinary specialist and referral centre
Gab Web yes the Men’s movement is under constant attack from people who lazily misrepresent it and don’t take the time to listen before attaching an inaccurate label. When I go to conferences talking 
about men’s issues I have to worry about bomb threats, ventures being bullies by feminist activists into cancelling. The last two conferences I attended I didn’t get the venue details until the last minute 
because of the threat of disruption. The Australian premier of the Red pill was cancelled by the venue because of lies peddled by feminists. So yes there is plenty of attempted censorship but the issues 
are bigger than that and just like Women’s liberation 60 years ago the Men’s rights movement will continue to grow until it is no longer needed.
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 2, 2017 6:54am

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web Tell me Gab. Why should men be interested in the "issues of women" when women make it quite clear they aren't interested in the issues of men?
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 9:53am

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web Curiously, I have not seen him pander to you yet.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 9:54am

Geheim Nisvoll
Andrew Carter This is sad, and telling. Witnessing the *actions* of Feminists to stop the hearing and public discourse for issues that affect men-- literally one half of the population of the planet earth-- 
reveals the true nature and the true heart of Feminism. Feminism is a hate group by any rational measure and Feminists are hateful, sexist people.
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 9:56am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web Who talked about someone's race here? Exaggerate much?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 10:49am

Geheim Nisvoll
You Rock, Alison! Honey Badgers Rule!!! ;-)
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 11:04am

Martin Krischik
Gab Web Alison is here with her real name. It takes about 10 seconds to google her up ( http://lmgtfy.com/?q=Alison+Tieman ) and find out if she is real. — she is — But you are even to lazy to do that.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 3, 2017 5:01am

Dan Summers
We love you Alison!!

BADGERS RULE!!
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 3, 2017 1:59pm

Dan Summers
Gab Web You are so full of Hate.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 3, 2017 2:00pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Adam Kitchen Hmm, I think you made the racism up, I said they were bigots and Misogynists and the Donald Trumps of gender politics, using the same kind of tactics and buzzwords. I then said all the 
usual racists and bigots on here agreed with them. I wasn't talking about them I was talking about the regulars, such as you, on this site. But, if you cannot see it and you don't know enough women to 
realise that this is utter nonsense, go knock yourself out. An entire cult has appeared, out of the blue, on the basis of an article on a football website, nothing strange about that.

But, as you mention tedious, this entire thread has become totally tedious and it is obvious that no one is going to change their mind. You go on believing that the world is biased in favour of women, 
somehow, and I'll continue to respect the people that I know, who don't fit the pictures being portrayed here. Ok with you and your army? I Genuinely am sorry that the event has been cancelled, I couldn't 
care less if it goes ahead or not but I do believe that free speech also includes people's right to say that they don't agree with it going ahead at a football club. A lot of the members seem to be associated 
with large organisations, surely they would be prepared to hold the event? De Montfort University is a big place, for example.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 10:47pm · Edited

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Alison Tieman Are you really that fucking stupid?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:26am

Alison Tieman · Kelvington, Saskatchewan
Frankie Dysart You calling me stupid certainly convinced me. That’s because I’m the kind of woman who’s easily cowed by insults and the opinions of others!
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 5, 2017 12:48pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Alison Tieman ARRRGH! And to think I've been following your every video and blog post.... (grin)
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 5, 2017 7:14pm

Guttorm Grundt · Oxford Brookes University
I am looking forward to this very interesting international conference on gender equality for fathers and boys!
Like · Reply · 19 · Nov 1, 2017 7:51am
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Andrew Benfell
This article is using inflated language to infer extremism. There is nothing but discussion, information and support for J4MB, a legitimate political party and these attempts to smear and berate the 
conference are shit slinging. Let them be heard, and unshackled by misandrists.
Like · Reply · 26 · Nov 1, 2017 7:48am

Liber Man
We could fill St.Andrews beyond its 29,409 capacity with 6 years of UK male suicide victims at the current rate. Personally I find that far more offensive, or would some of you prefer we wait until we can 
fill Wembley instead? Its not a personality contest.....try playing the ball not the man. Sadly the 5,000 or so UK men who will commit suicide this year will not be buying season tickets for the 2018/19 
season. Thankfully that is something I suspect is not lost on the people making decisions at BCFC. Thats why they are in charge, and some of the commenters on this thread are not. Please take a closer 
look at the statistics and issues men other than yourselves face. I am not a BCFC supporter, but I will make sure I go to some games this season and put my voice behind them, even if some of their own 
supporters don't applaud this initiative, myself and many others appreciate it, so Thank you Birmingham City FC.
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 7:37am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
The Justice for Men and Boys (and the women who love them) Party should not be controversial and it's an indictment of the society we live in that they are. The members and supporters are men and 
women who support women's rights- but simply want to see men afforded equitable rights, dignity and support. So where is the problem here? It's not with J4MB. 

I am looking forward to spending the conference in the company of good people, equality campaigners, and speaking about the issues facing half of the population and hope that Birmingham City FC do 
not succumb to the pressure of lying feminist bigots and deprive us of our venue.
Like · Reply · 62 · Nov 1, 2017 7:33am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Equality campaigning seems to have changed.

“I spent 30 years in the business world and never once came across an example of women claiming to be sexually harassed. This is women claiming to be sexually harassed, not who have been 
harassed. If we believe them we are basically saying that men are guilty.

“There are some very unattractive women, including some politicians, who claim sexual harassment. Their claims are not credible. Perhaps they are fantasising.

“It’s usually unattractive women who claim to have been sexually harassed and it is simply not right. If she’s more attractive she’ll get more attention from men so she won’t need to claim things It’s 
simple.”
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 8:01am

Alison Tieman · Kelvington, Saskatchewan
Gab Web That’s rude towards unattractive women, but I’ve heard the same rudeness directed towards unattractive men by women. So... equality?
Like · Reply · 37 · Nov 1, 2017 8:15am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Alison Tieman Equality is the unattractive man is more likely to be paid twice the salary so still has a shot at the attractive woman. See D Trump for reference. 

If the choice is between 30% more in my wages or the same rudeness being directed at me, as it is for the women as well, but possibly not with as much vitriol, but that is a mater of opinion, I'd take the 
pay packet every time. Wouldn't you? Are we even contesting that men get paid more than women?
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 9:05am

Alison Tieman · Kelvington, Saskatchewan
Gab Web You always seem to be groping for female victimhood. Is that satisfying to you as a man? Because right now you’re making women out to be victims, putting them in the box of fear and 
weakness, without it being warranted.
Like · Reply · 28 · Nov 1, 2017 9:16am

Natty Kadifa
Gab Web The article is slanderous
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 1, 2017 11:14am

Natty Kadifa
Gab Web ' Equality is the unattractive man is more likely to be paid twice the salary so still has a shot at the attractive woman. See D Trump for reference. ' - the gender pay gap has been debunked 
NUMEROUS times by places such as Harvard university. Would you like to be educated with evidence of this? Or do you want to stay within your braindwahsed existence?
Like · Reply · 22 · Nov 1, 2017 11:15am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Gab Web Men are also likely to work 25% more hours than women (when both are employed full time). It's completely unfathomable how working 25% more hours every week over your career could 
possibly lead to being higher paid.
Like · Reply · 20 · Nov 1, 2017 12:20pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Chuck Buford Good try, but we are talking in the same job.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:54pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Alison Tieman Funny, a lot of women I know say that I am a sexist pig, but good try.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:55pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Natty Kadifa Debunked? I've seen it in action in every work place I have been in. But, good try.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:55pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
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Gab Web absolutely. I have first hand evidence of women being paid 20% less than colleagues in the same job, in the same pay band, in the same company. Watching underqualified men get 
promotions because of the old boys network, ahead of better performing and better qualified women. It's fucking rife.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 1:58pm

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Gab Web Are you making the claim that in the Capitalist system that we live in, all male and female entrepreneurs care more about opressing women than making a profitable profitable business 
endeavor?
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 3:58pm

Al Liance
Gab Web I was told by an attractive female employee that she wanted my babies and that she loved me. I was scared shitless because I was forced to spend hours alone with this woman. I complained 
and applied to have this sexual harrassment heard by a tribunal. Resullt? NOTHING - because I'm a man and she was a woman. Fairness and Equality haven't changed - it is the bigots and misandric 
zealots denying these rights to men that has changed.
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 4:30pm

Timothy Alford · Nottingham, United Kingdom
Gab Web Why would any company employ men at all, if they could get women to do exactly the same work for less money? Think about it. Also, if, as you claim, you have seen this pay discrimnation 
where you have worked, why didn'y you report it? It's been illegal for decades you know. Or perhaps you're just making stuff up now?
Like · Reply · 16 · Nov 1, 2017 5:04pm

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Gab Web No we aren't. Widen Abe men doing the same job with the same with experience have no pay gap.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 5:17pm

Zaharia Domnica · Academia de Studii Economice Bucuresti
Natty Kadifa I find it a pretty nasty, spiteful article, but the few factual errors aren't slanderous. The whole hate thing is done using wall-to-wall snide innuendo, not downright lies that would be actionable 
as libel (rather than slander, as you put it). Mike has blogged that it is a "a malicious and scurrilous article, full of inaccuracies". I think that is an exaggeration. It's just another catty put down of the entire 
movement that the ICM thingummy is part of. This sort of bad press is routine, for Mike and Paul Elam.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 5:52pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web 

Okay, you decide:

New York legislator has epic meltdown over a speeding ticket
http://nypost.com/.../new-york-legislator-has-epic.../
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 8:47am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Dan, while you may have found some specific instances of pay disparity, the laws are quite clear that women must be paid equally for their work. And also, so must Men. I hear you being 
concerned about women who are not making the same pay, and yet saying absolutely nothing about the latest trend of Women being hired into STEM jobs at a 20% premium over their male 
counterparts. If you knee-jerk and say "Good, it serves them right"-- then you, my friend, are part of the actual problem. The goal is *equality* and equal representation and opportunities in society-- not 
victim-hood. When you say "Serves them right", all you're really doing is pointing out that you're playing for a different team, instead of being interested in actual equality.

Furthermore, even from a general perspective, if it was true that companies could systematically pay women LESS for the same work, why would they even bother to hire Men? It simply wouldn't make 
any sense. We're talking about companies that wouldn't think twice about laying off an entire division to save a few pennies per pay period, or closing down an entire factory if it isn't with the 
competitiveness window they've set for themselves-- doesn't matter if it's actually profitable or not, or employs real people with real families who need jobs to support them-- it all comes down to some 
wonk's spreadsheets. So why do you think they would hesitate even for a millisecond to hire women if they thought they could pay them less and get the same work, commitment and productivity out of 
them?

I understand that you're young. But please use your brain and common sense and *think* about the statements that you are making. They are simple, easy to hear-- they seem to "make sense" on the 
surface without thinking about the reasoning / rationale behind them, and they work to serve a narrative which (A) isn't true, and (B) is actually ANTI / the opposite of what they claim they're all about-- the 
idea of equality and equal access to opportunities. There is a lot more to getting paid than simply what gender you happen to be. And that is the ultimate, bottom-line point. Statistically-- and you can look 
this up for yourself-- *WOMEN* who are not married and do not have kids, and who put in the time in their careers and accept the advancements and promotions they're offered-- make around 20% 
*MORE* than their MALE counterparts, over the overall span of their careers. This is a much more nuanced view of the situation, using actual statistics and actual facts and discussing real people in real 
situations.

Finally, when people talk about the supposed "Wage Gap"-- they never seem to want to discuss the *OTHER* gap-- the SPENDING GAP. Women control nearly 80% of consumer spending-- which 
means they're spending a lot more than just their own money. But bringing THAT up is a little inconvenient when you're trying to appear the victim...
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 2, 2017 9:01am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web Men and women are paid the same rate, by law, in which women can sue if they need to...not whimper to the media to get voters to fall for thie ruse. The sexes have the same opportunity, with 
normal, and natural factors being a reason some women are paid less than some men. Opportunity is all that shoud be guaranteed. Let those with the most merit and credentials win the jobs and 
recognition. Again, women are free to compete. Competing doesn't mean guaranteed equal outcome. That would be victim politics, which you seem to think is the way feminism should go. Incidentally, 
that is exactly why feminsim is now a four-letter word. The masses are growing more and more wise to feminism and its reach for supremacy---that the early predecessors even bragged about publicly.
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 10:38am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web No you are not. You have been duped into believing that, however, The feminist studies dominating the media are not talking about the exact same jobs performed at the same times, and never 
take into account for things like missed work days, less risk, less interested, less physical strength, and much more. If you want to be able to discuss this wihout having to rely merely on what you have 
been told and brainwashed, then sorry, but you will have to actually read the research, including th scholarly examples that routinely debunk vaucous feminsts claims intended to sway public opinion.
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 10:43am

Belinda Brown · The London School of Economics and Political Science - LSE
Gab Web Here is a government web site - you can find out about the extent to which a gender pay gap does or doesn't exist here. https://visual.ons.gov.uk/explore-the-gender-pay-gap-and.../

There is also a really good visual in the economist magazine do a search on the economist and gender pay gap. It basically disappears once you take into account different job choices etc.

And finally here http://mra-uk.co.uk/?p=953
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 3, 2017 2:11am

Gustavo Suhett Helmer
Could, should, would, miss elizabeth, could, should, would...
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It's a sad reality, but it's reality.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 11:27am

Dan Summers
Gab Web There is no Wage Age. Men EARN more than Women. They are not paid more for the same job.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 1:59pm

Mike Noble · Hull University
Dan Preston No you haven't. It is illegal and has been for 40+ years, any company that was blatantly paying men more than women for doing exactly the same job with exactly the same qualifications and 
experience would have been sued by the women employees years (decades) ago. Still, if you were telling the truth no MRA would disagree that the situation was wrong and ought to be fixed. The wage 
gap does exist, in as much as there is a difference between median earnings of men and women but this perfectly understandable difference is presented as women being paid less as a result of sexism, 
when in fact the different work /life choices men and women make can explain the difference to the point of being less than the error on the original averages anyway, sexism is not required to explain the 
wage gap.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 11:02pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Mike Noble I've seen it Mike. Just because something is against the law does that mean it doesn't happen? I've seen women have to file grievences, have to fight tooth and nail to get on the same pay 
band for the same work, let alone get the same pay within that band. That's less money for doing the same job. That's nothing to do with life choices and career paths, that's just sexism. Companies rely 
on and exploit their 'you can't discuss your wages with anyone else' clauses to try and keep people in the dark about what they earn relative to their colleagues so they don't get sued. I've also sat in 
interview rooms where male interviewers say things like 'we can't employ another woman in the office, that will make 3 and they're bound just to get pregnant and have to go off on maternity' or 'we 
shouldn't employ this woman, she has a horse so her commitment will be to the horse and not to the company', whilst never questioning a male applicants commitment because he has hobbies.
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 1:08am

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Dan Preston I hate to break it to you, yes, female workers who get pregant and spend months on maternity aren't providing the same level of work as a male worker who doesn't, espcially if he becomes 
a father then then INCREASES his work.
Equal pay for Equal work goes both ways.
The fact of the matter, women on the whole are not providing equal paid work. Because if they were, then that would mean said companies are LOSSING money unjustly discriminating agianst an innate 
demographic and hence causing them to leave and take their skills/work elsewhere.

As such, I asked Gab and i'll ask you, are you saying in the Capitalist system that we live in, all male and female entrepreneurs care more about opressing women than making a profitable business 
endeavor?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 4, 2017 2:06pm · Edited

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Interestingly, some of the things I have heard relate to whether or not men should take the risk of being around women in the workplace. Whether or not they should meet in private with a 
woman, or other quite reasonable concerns. The issue is not whether or not men are sexist, but whether or not they are self-preservationists. You can cry "misogyny" all day long-- but it really doesn't 
matter. The truth is that most men past the age of 18 or 20 are completely immune to the word these days. Their main concern is whether or not some woman is going to try to make a name for herself, 
or has an axe to grind, or wants to extort them with claims of harrasment, in their zeal to weaponize femininity. I dare say that in the long run, women are busy shooting themselves in both feet with all 
their claims of "Mansplaining", "Manspreading" and false rape / harassment allegations. And it is for certain that colleges and universities are seeing a definite dip in the number of male freshmen signing 
up each year as college campuses are increasing hostile to men. That is completely against Title IX, by the way. And there have already been some important, landmark seminal cases in favor of men 
who are suining their schools for railroading them and completely denying them due process, to say nothing of the mountain of suits regarding false allegations, suppression of civil rights with the respect 
to free expression and right to assemble peaceably and to associate with whom they want. At least in the US, these are constitutionally guaranteed rights available to everyone 18 years of age and older. 
As schools deny men the ability to assemble, they make themselves liable for lawsuits based oin the suppression of those rights. Equality is a two-way street, a fact that is completely lost on Feminists. 
Those chickens-- roosters-- are busy coming home to roost.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 7:09pm

Tony Day · London, United Kingdom
Geheim Nisvoll Couldnt agree with you more about the consumer spending. I was walking through an airport the other day and shop after shop after shop had something to do with perfume or clothes. 
Didnt see many gaming stores or anything else that catered to men interests (generally speaking). Same goes for any high street i've happened to walk down They dont do to bad for an oppressed class.
Like · Reply · Nov 6, 2017 5:06am · Edited

Dawn Cardiff · Bermuda College
This is an important conference addressing important and serious issues affecting men and boys throughout society. 

What a despicable article this is.
Like · Reply · 25 · Nov 1, 2017 7:32am

Paul Elam · Founder and Publisher at A Voice for Men
This article is fake news. This conference, co hosted by J4MB and A Voice for Men, is the fourth in an international series of very important talks on male suicide, male genital mutilation, paternity fraud, 
homelessness, depression and a host of other issues that disproportionately affect men and boys. 

It is hard to imagine anything more morally bankrupt than trying to silence this discussion. Shame on you.
Like · Reply · 82 · Nov 1, 2017 7:08am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Funny that you use the phrase fake news, but are the comments above, on harrassment claims, true or not, in your opinion?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 7:43am

Jerry Higgins · Administrative Officer at Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment
How is it fake news? 
Is the conference taking place at St Andrews?
Has Buchanan founded the groups he is reported to have founded?
Has Buchanan said the things he is reported to have said?
Where is the fake part?
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 7:45am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
A voice for men.
Idiot
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 9:13am

Alison Tieman · Kelvington, Saskatchewan
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Nick Muir Why are all of you nay-sayers men? Oh yes, that’s right. Lots of men love the feeling of power the feminist “woman weak victim” narrative gives them.
Like · Reply · 25 · Nov 1, 2017 9:19am

Ciaran Mac Namara · Works at Cognizant
Thats a cool story and all but more importantly, do you think Conte will last the season at Chelsea?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 9:59am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Alison Tieman I’d like to think of something else to say to that comment, but I can’t. 'Oh fuck the fucking fuck off you fucking idiot' is all I’ve got. So that will have to do.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:08am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
MALE suicide, MALE genital mutilation, PATERNITY fraud. I wonder why these disproportionately affect men?
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 10:11am

Sean Toddington
Ciaran Mac Namara If they can get Morata going and crucially get Kante fit, maybe. Can't afford to let it slide any more tho.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 10:17am

Sean Toddington
lol you going to call me a mangina Alison?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:23am

Sean Toddington
Tough isn't it Paul when you emerge from your AVFM echo chamber and post on a forum where you can't delete people who disagree with you. Your pious 'free speech' schtick is sheer hypocrisy.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:27am

Natty Kadifa
Sean Toddington Hello a woman here who ISNT from a voice for men - did you know that only 7% of the UK population of women are feminists? Did you know that mens human rights are being erroded 
every year because of their poisonous ideology? Wanna watch a feminist made film about ? www.theredpillmovie.com - educate yourself
Like · Reply · 20 · Nov 1, 2017 1:31pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Alison Tieman Blimey, why are all the naysayers men? Have you been on this site before? Oh no, you haven't, you all landed today. But we can't even be sure who you are, really, so it is a moot point. 
Not to mention, that, rightly or wrongly, men seem to like football more than women and you are on a football website.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:53pm

Paul Elam · Founder and Publisher at A Voice for Men
Gab Web You will have to ask Mr Buchanan about his statements. From my perspective though, he is raising very important points that hold a lot of truth. I have witnessed some of the same things he 
mentioned. And with thirty years in the mental health industry I can tell you that many truths in this world are unconfortable for people to face.. It does not make them less true.

But that is not the point. Unless you're a fascist looking for an excuse to censor the free expression of ideas. 

I got news for you. We will never, ever, ever be silenced. Shut it down one place, we simply appear at another, over and over. We've been doing this for years, providing platforms for some the worlds 
greatest thinkers on sexual politics. Senators and MPs, academicians and advocates. 

If you've a problem with material at our conferences, raise your voice and speak to them freely. Extend the same respect to others. Otherwise you are just a bully. And as I have said, we have dealt very 
well with bullys in the past. Cheers.
Like · Reply · 25 · Nov 1, 2017 2:38pm · Edited

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Paul Elam blimey Paul, your timeline reads like the rantings of a right cunt, doesn’t it? Weinstein's victims brought it on themselves, no sympathy for women who were murdered by estranged husbands 
because family law drove them to it. Clucking Bell.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 5:18pm

Zaharia Domnica · Academia de Studii Economice Bucuresti
Jerry Higgins I agree. It isn't fake news. It isn't news at all. It is pure, unadulterated editorialising. As such, it is aligned with J4MB's detractors. It therefore cries out for a balancing response in the 
comments, from people who appreciate J4MB's interesting new approach to party politics, even if they don't vote for that party, and even if they are new to this site. I'm glad to see the article has got that 
response.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 4:30am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston -- Those are all great questions! When it's penises being mutilated, so far as I know, only MALES have them. When we're talking about suicide, that's a problem that affects everybody, male 
and female, but for some reason, men disproportionately commit suicide at a rate of nearly three to one. Paternity fraud happens to men, because again-- so far as I know-- only males can be fathers. 

Thank you for the opportunity to clear up these questions for you. Perhaps you can see that acknowledging that men have issues which affect them, doesn't take away from the fact that women have 
issues too. In fact, if Feminists are *REALLY* interested in gender equality, and not just giving it phony lip-service, this should be a default admission / agreement, and they should be as interested in 
resolving Men's issues as they are their own. 

Moreover, considering that Men-- such as yourself-- have long supported women and their issues and have worked cooperatively to assist them in finding solutions. Why would Feminists not be 
interested in the issues of men? Unless they weren't actually interested in the gender equality they so often claim?

One day-- perhaps in the shower if you accidently look down-- you may discover that you too have a penis, and that there are issues, such as Testicular or Prostate cancer that affect only people who 
have one. Or if you have the misfortune to end up in a bad relationship where you're being abused-- you may discover that you have no where to go. A situation made even worse if you have kids who 
are similarly being abused and you face difficult choices about whether to stay or go and how to protect your own children from harm or abuse. Or worse, you may be accused of abuse you didn't commit. 
In our current society, men have a difficult time defending themselves from such allegations and often end up losing their jobs, their friends, potentially their homes, their kids-- or even being imprisoned 
on false allegations. It happens more often than you probably realize.

There are quite a few issues which are of interest to mainly men, which are different from-- though many are similar to-- the issues which affect women. Admitting that men have issues does not diminish 
or remove the fact that women have them too.

As an MRA / person involved in the MHRM, I am interested in seeing *everybody* get their issues addressed. And that we have concern for *everyone* in society, not just the ones who happen to be 
female. Fairness and equity ARE human rights. And everyone who is human deserves them. Do you make the claim that Men are not human? If so, then what are you that is different from me? We are 
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both men. Do we not deserve our voices to be heard and our issues addressed?

I don't expect you to respond to reason. Frankly, I expect a childish / trollish retort of the type that Feminists and their cohorts are so well known for. But on the offhand chance that you are simply under-
informed, I have taken this opportunity to provide you with information regarding the issues that affect men, and the issues that MRA's and people in the MHRM are interested in addressing.

Finally, a very pointed point-- if you do NOT agree, then you are admitting that Feminism is NOT about equality-- and never was. You can't have it both ways. If you claim "equality", then it's a two-way 
street. If you reject equality, then you're involved with a hate group who's only point and purpose is to tear down men and destroy masculinity-- and even that, ultimately means and affects *you*, 
assuming you are actually a man.

What you do next is up to you. You can choose to listen to a reasoned argument, or you can goose-step back to your femnazi bosses who apparently have your balls in their purse. Masculinity is not 
toxic. They are using you-- and your masculinity-- to further THEIR objectives. Feminists are simply envious that they do not possess the masculinity, and thus the Male Power, that you have. And they 
are working feverishly to unhook you from your power, and ultimately to disenfranchise you from society. When you have outlived your usefulness to them-- as a "Male Feminist"-- they will toss you aside 
like a used tampon and move on to the next man who has something they can exploit. 

This is the ugly truth about Feminism. And the lie it contains and the fraud it represents. It is not about "equality", or even concern for men. It is only about getting whatever they can get *for women* and 
justifying / rationalizing whatever stupid thing they want to do as somehow "Feminine" and "Mystical" and basically just bamboozling weak-minded people into going along with their stupid shit. If that's 
you, you have my sympathies, friend. Because one day, as a man, you will be forced to confront the truth and the reality of what Feminism really is. And when that day comes, you will be fortunate-- 
because the MHRM is there for you.
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 2, 2017 8:31am · Edited

Geheim Nisvoll
Paul Elam Amen Paul. Men are resilient.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 2, 2017 8:29am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Paul, you know as well as I do that you are being too truthful for the duped and oblivious to understand how fighting for men's rights is anti-woman. The comnnection men's rights has to antifeminism etc 
is that feminists constantly stand directly in the way of men even discussing their problems, so MRA's have to address this by being critical of feminists and how their entitlements and victim programs 
completely circumvent men's rights and issues. This aricle is a direct form of proof. It is kinda-right on the things it says about the venue etc , but it is wrong on how it displays the information---
manipulating people to be against men's rights, and them finding a place that will let them have discussions, even before the dissenters learn a thing about it. If feminists and their sheep would stop 
interfereing, it would help both sides. The author is trying to shame Birmmingham, like feminism and gynocentricism does to average men who apparently cling to being duped and had.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 2, 2017 10:15am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Geheim Nisvoll Thank you for your actifvism. I look forward to meeting you at the '18 conference. If Birmingham caves, the resilience of Mike Buchanan will persevere and find another venue. We are 
used to feminists interfereing with men merely taling about our issues and we are hardened enough to not let them stand in our way for true and absolute equality...not this fake "equality" that strongly 
favors women and at the willful and expressed detriment of men and boys.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 2, 2017 10:27am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
They are terribly afraid their narratrive that only women undergo these problems will be threatened. These are not gendered problems; they are human problems, in which they do not like the idea of 
having to share.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 2, 2017 12:11pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Geheim Nisvoll seriously, Geheim, you make a number of very valid points. I understand there are issues that effect men. I have seen it. I’d love to engage with you and then you write stuff like me 
goosestepping back to my feminazi bosses who will toss me aside like a used tampon and I can’t bring myself to take you seriously. I’m sorry, but that kind of language doesn’t help your arguments, 
people will just shut down. There are ways to put this stuff out there without sounding unhinged. Easy on the anti feminist stuff, louder on the actual problems.
Like · Reply · Nov 2, 2017 12:12pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Oh, so you can make a coherent statement. I'll take that as an opportunity for engagement. Thank you.

The issue that men have when they try to raise their issues is that they are consistently, and quite vocally shouted down and shut down, and near universally prevented from raising their points and 
presenting their issues. This happens in just about every realm and locale around the world. Feminists are extremely worried about losing the victim-hood narrative-- and no doubt the obcene levels of 
funding that goes along with it-- in their single-minded intent to tear down men and destroy masculinity.

Men are growing wearing of the constant beat of "Women Good, Men Bad" sewage which flows from every media orifice. Interestingly, this is very telling regarding the ultimate nature-- what I call the 
"true heart"-- of Feminism, that it is not at all about gender equality" and every bit about doing whatever the f\/ck they want and using "oppression" and "feminine mystique" to somehow rationalize and 
justify it. One does not have to subscribe to one-sided hateful, sexist ideologies in order to agree that women have issues, women have rights and women deserve the same shot at opportunities and 
benefits that men do. All of their talk about "equality" and "women's rights" is simply so much sop to distract the gullible and befuddle the weak-minded. The truth of Feminism lies not in the dictionary, but 
in everything that they *DO*, say, write and express-- it's all laced with venom, poison, belittling and demonization-- and blatant outright hatred for men.

It is easy enough for you, or for anyone to see the truth of this. I invite you to show me the love for men by Feminists-- *any* love for men. Show me the great Feminist authors and their novels extolling 
the virtues of men. Show me the great Feminist orators thanking men and praising them for their many contributions to society. Show me the marches and rallies where Feminists coming together to 
express their love and adoration for men. Show me the songs, sonnets and love-poems that Feminists have written for men. Show me the vast cadres of Feminists busy toiling away to improve the lives 
of men and ease them of their burdens. Because that's what MEN have done for women since the dawn of time. If you don't think Feminism is about hate-- then show me the LOVE.

Go ahead, I'll wait. Show me *ANYTHING* that Feminists have done for men altruistically simply because they're men and they deserve something good-- something that doesn't surreptitiously benefit 
the Feminists themselves first and foremost. You can't do it because Feminism isn't about men. It isn't about equality. It's only about Women and female superiority. All their blather about "equality" and 
"equal rights" is subterfuge to disguise the true goals and hateful nature of Feminism. 

Feminists have consistently expressed their disdain and hatred for men since even before the word was invented (by a man, incidently-- Charles Fourier). You can go back to 1848 where the proto-
Feminists declared war on men with their "Declaration of Sentiments" at the Seneca Falls convention. And that has been the central tenet of the Feminist "movement" ever since. From the invention of the 
word "Patriarchy"-- as code for "all men", to the declaration of their intent to "destroy the patriarch" (Man) by "destroying the family". 

You really should take some time and read up and educate yourself on what Feminism is really about. You should read Mary Wollstonecraft, Kate Millett, Simone de Beauvoir, Germaine Greer, or even 
Krista Milburn in the present day-- her treatise on "Castration Day" is... hard to describe. You should read it for yourself-- and then realize that this mindset reveals the true heart of Feminism. They talk 
about it and write about it all the time. It is the dominant Feminist theme that appears all throughout their literature, speeches and doings. These are the women who have been among the thought leaders 
of the Feminist movement.

But even if you discount them, there is still no love for men in Feminism. And moreover, there is no admonishment for *women*-- except for those who don't kowtow to the Feminist doctrine. It is only ever 
*men* who have to change to meet the sensibilities of *women*. Doesn't seem particularly fair or "gender-equality" minded, does it? And yet for all of their screeching about "Toxic Masculinity", they don't 
mind a bit when men are using their "masculinity" to benefit the Feminists. Nor does it explain why they are so gung-ho about pushing women to be more like *men*, if they think it's really so "toxic". The 
real truth is more likely that they *envy* masculinity and the confidence that men have, and instead of working to achieve that for themselves, they instead work on tearing down men and destroying 
masculinity itself, instead.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 3, 2017 7:14am

Geheim Nisvoll
As far as your tone policing-- stuff it up your ass. I'll speak as I like. And there is no such thing as a "Male Feminist", they are simply "useful idiots" being used by Feminists. When your usefulness is 
expended, you'll become that used tampon. But don't believe me-- feel free to come to AVoiceForMen.com and read the many articles written by men who have first hand experiences to share. Or stop 
by the AVFM forums and engage with us. We're not anti-women, or even overly "pro-men". We're simply tired of the Feminist juggernaut steamrolling over everything and claiming they're doing it in the 
name of "equality". There is absolutely *NOTHING* "equal" about what they do. Let us hope that you never have occasion to discover it first-hand for yourself.

Moreover, your own speech-- here in this thread-- has been ludicrious beyond belief. Even if I were to agree with you, which I don't, it would simply be a case of the pot calling the kettle black. People are 
sick and tired of Feminists and their vomitous hatred and sexism towards men. And there really is no reason for it. Men have always been willing to help women-- they bend over backward to please and 
appease them at every opportunity. You are here doing it yourself right now. The odd thing though, is that they are never-- EVER-- interested in returning the favor and helping MEN with any of their 
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issues, nor addressing any of the areas in which MEN are under-represented, disenfranchised, or discriminated against.

They're happy to have YOU helping THEM. But they won't lift a PINKIE-FINGER to help YOU in return.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 3, 2017 7:23am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Geheim Nisvoll so tell me, in your everyday life, what do YOU do to benefit women and make their lives better? In a practical sense.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 8:18am

Dan Summers
Dan Preston Which women are actual victims of Weinstein? So far no one has proven he raped anyone.

He is a pervert but he is not a sexual monster. The Women made a deal, Sexual favours for Fame and Fortune. They all knew the deal and made the trade. They could have said no and it would have 
edned there. They are actually part of the problem.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 1:57pm

Martin Krischik
Jerry Higgins Lying by obmission. He did not mention the other organisatiosn who wanted to attend, the other 14 speakers who wanted to speak. The actual issues to be discussed on that conference. 
@danielstorey85 does not care that suicide is now the main cause of death for men between ≈15 and ≈50. As long a Mike Buchanan does not get ot speak it's AOK to him.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 3:04pm · Edited

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Dan Summers Oh the true colours are coming out now. Many of the allegations about Weinstein are that the women did say no. That he forced himself on them. So if they said no, and he ignored them, 
they are part of the problem? You are not of sound mind, our kid.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 3:32pm

Ed Neurfenderfer
Alison Tieman Yes, because that is preferable to facing up to how sad and difficult their lives really are because of how the law treats men and boys.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 3, 2017 4:10pm

Mike Noble · Hull University
Sean Toddington Yeah, he's here explaining where the article is misleading and engaging in an open debate and non of his videos on Youtube have comments or votes blocked. Your comment makes 
absolutely no sense at all, you're attacking someone who advocates for free speech because they are engaging in free speech, wow, that takes some mental gymnastics right there, are you Olga Korbut?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 3, 2017 11:18pm · Edited

Tina Matthews
Lmao oh my word did you really just cry "FAKE NEWS"!? 😂

It's not like buchanan's track record doesn't speak for itself but something tells me this whole thing was an elaborate set up to claim your free speech is under threat when the venue chooses not to 
associate it's self with your organisations (which is their right)

You know your cause would garner far more support if you lot didn't act like right wing SJWS?!
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 6:26pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston I am a human being. A male. And one who doesn't bend over backwards pandering to their every whim and desire. I help women and girls by treating them as equal human beings. Not 
more, not less. And holding them accountable for their words and actions. The same as any man. I treat them like grown-ups and I expect them to behave like grown-ups.

What do you do?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 6:54pm

Jae Hodgkin · Arch Duke at Milking It Podcast
I didn't know about Mike or his party until you made this article. Similarly, I didn't know about Tommy Robinson until The Poke kept going on about him. It seems to me that if you don't agree with these alt 
right types, and don't want them to get coverage, the best thing to do is write nothing at all. 

I bet this article significantly boosts numbers, which is counter to your intention on the issue.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 7:05am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
I wouldn't have a clue what Katie Hopkins said/did, if it weren't for my echo chamber re-tweeting her each time she said something stupid/offensive.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:25am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Mike and J4MB are not alt-right.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 7:40am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Elizabeth Hobson - Too right. They'd bloody love a bit of Sharia law...
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:44am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Look at how many have shown up here!

How did that happen? Mobilising or what?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 9:13am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
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Elizabeth Hobson No, they are just trying to make the highest paid, most priviliged section of society believe that they are the disenfranchised ones. You don't get more alt right than that. Unless you are 
going to start campaigning for groups with higher cancer and suicide rates than the groups being put forward here. 

Do you agree that men are paid more than women? That gives certain priviliges, no? How does getting paid more make you unequal?
I'm still not sure if you agree with the 'ugly women' comment or believe that it was said. I've asked a few times.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 9:18am

Jack Slocum
Gab Web "Do you agree that men are paid more than women?..."

Overall, they are. But only because they work more, do more dangerous jobs (96% of workplace deaths are male - no equality wanted there!), and spend more time in work. They also pay about 72% of 
UK taxes, the major part of which is spent on women. No equality wanted there, either!
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 2:08pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Jack Slocum Doubt that anyone wants people spending money on them, in taxes or not. And in every office job I have ever been in, men have been paid more than women. Same hours, no danger 
involved.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:13pm

Jack Slocum
Gab Web That's not my experience. In every office I've worked in - and I've worked in a lot over a period of over 30 years - men and women doing the same job were paid the same - with one big 
difference - wait for it! - the women got their state pensions five years before we men got ours!
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 2:30pm

Natty Kadifa
Gab Web Im a libertarian - do you even know what this is? Ever heard of free speech? Or are you jjust believing all those hard left organistions tellign you anyone who diagrees with you is a nazi?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 4:03pm

Adam Bulford · Calker Apprenticeship at BAE Systems, Inc.
Gab Web So you fully believe in equality? 
Ok, so if you see and woman getting punched in the face, and a man geting punched in the face, do you care about them both equally, or do you care more about the woman?

If all of society, including legal policy, cared more about man when they get punched in the face, even if women got puched in the face more, would that be an example of an area were women are 
disenfranchised?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 4:37pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
See my comment above. MRAs always win when they get their words twisted and taken out of context over conferences. It drives up number because when the audience see the haters have lied about 
MRAs, they begin to follow and support the movement. It is also why feminism has become a 4-letter word.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 11:48am

Geheim Nisvoll
These "Alt-Right" types are all around you. They could be your Father or your Brother or your cousin or your neighbor. They could be your hairdresser, the cashier at the supermarket, your boss, your co-
worker. They could be male. They could be female.There might even be one sitting next to you right now. These "Alt-Right types" are human beings. We have thoughts and feelings, hope and dreams-- 
and issues that affect us, the same as you. Should we go around calling you Marxists, Nazis and Leftards? Or should we understand that you're a human being too-- and instead of squaring off, wouldn't 
it be better instead to simply sit down and talk to each other? And listen to each other? And find out what our similarities are? We already know how we're different...
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 8:20pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web I will believe that men get paid more than men, if you can show me how the numbers work. Show me the stats. Help me understand how you arrived at those numbers, and if you have a 
coherent argument, I'll be happy to listen. Are you willing to do the same?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 8:22pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
The Donald Trump of gender politics is coming to Birmingham City. Still, with the world being 50% female, hopefully the attempts to stop what little progress has been made will not get very far.

Don't think most people have the time or need to waste their time reading an 80 page manifesto to know what we are dealing with here. Seems as if the people that wouldn't give free speech are the ones 
who talk about it the most now, trying to con the rest of us by using our own principles against. Every bigot is now asking for free speech. 

Good job mobilising the supporters though! Surprised that you didn't use the trick of getting people to post from fake female accounts though. Oh, it looks as if that has happened too. I didn't think there 
was much more leeway for men to dominate every main position in society, Prime Minister I suppose. 

When the entitled become the disenfranchised, we are all screwed. And what do the genuinely disenfranchised do then?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:51am · Edited

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
FTR Mike and J4MB have many empowered female supporters, such as myself. Why do think that equality is a zero-sum game?
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 7:48am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Elizabeth Hobson I don't even know if you exist, so there's no point in me disputing with someone who could be a man in a batman outfit pretending to be a woman. 

And, for all your empowerment, I would prefer to use a life's experience and the knowledge that using male suicide and cancer as a tactic to attack efforts to reduce inequality is low. Have you read the 
article or are you just here to comment? Do you think that no 'ugly woman' has ever been harrassed? Do you think that one of your gurus made that comment? Zero sum game or not, come back when 
things are more equal. In the same way that Trump has made the priviliged feel that they are the disadvantaged, all this nonsense is a smokescreen and trying to dupe people into believing in a version of 
events which does not reflect the truth. Hopefully, F365 giving you people a campaigning page today, will convince some of the bigots who comment on this site to join you, though. Everybody wins.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 9:22am · Edited

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Gab Web I can assure you Elizabeth Hobson exists. A wonderful woman, like many of our party's supporters.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 9:55am
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Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Mike Buchanan - how many members do you have Mike?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 10:58am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Jeremy Aves 14.7 million. Or perhaps fewer than that, it's difficult to keep up with the applications for party membership, despite having a large team devoted to the task. I invite you to join here https://
j4mb.org.uk/party-membership/
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 12:01pm

Paul Elam · Founder and Publisher at A Voice for Men
Gab Web LOL. oh noes, its a woman! Let's all pretend she's not realz.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 1, 2017 2:31pm

Natty Kadifa
Gab Web Hi Gab, A genuine lady over here, good friend of Elizabeth - catch us here: https://www.facebook.com/LibertyBellesUK/
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 4:08pm

Robert Brockway · Managing Editor at A Voice for Men
Paul Elam he was denying the existence of Alison Tieman in another thread too ;)
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 5:38am

Robert Brockway · Managing Editor at A Voice for Men
Gab Web I've met Natty Kadifa and Alison Tieman in real life. I haven't had a chance to meet Elizabeth Hobson in real life yet although I've known her online for several years and have it on good 
authority that she is in fact real. :p
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 5:39am · Edited

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web What difference does it make if she's "Real" or not-- Does it matter who speaks them if the words are true?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 11:44am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
You are literally filled with hatred. And it shows like a frog in jello.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 12:03pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web We have no idea if you exist either. For all we know you could be some fat cow sitting in your flat in your underwear eating bon bons and wishing you had someone besides your cat to play with 
all day.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 3, 2017 6:31am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Geheim Nisvoll 'fat cow'
The language of those who love equality, noy in any way misogynist.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 3, 2017 3:40pm

Adam Kitchen
Mike, can you clarify this comment you made in the video: "blue for boys, pink for girls - just as nature intended it to be"? What scientific evidence brings you to such a conclusion? If people didn't know 
better, one could say you're being purposely provocative, lol.

I am not familiar with the party at all or its message but there is clearly a hateful undertone in a lot of the message you're trying to convey. I'm not sure whether this is purely for attention, but I did notice 
you touch on some important issues that definitely do need to be discussed and brought into the public sphere more often. Is the shock-wording purely intended to bring attention to the issues, 
controversial or not?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 6:40am

Ashley Trulson
Sarcasm Adam. As well as pointing out the differences between men and women. Hi names Ashley I'm a natural born female/mechanic/mother. As much as I fully support equality the reality is men and 
women are very different from one another. Like blue and pink. It's a god damn color it's not a big deal their different but neither is less then the other. That's not a hateful undertone. That's fucking reality. 
Reality is. You and I are not the same. Even though I'm literally doing "male" work. I am strong I'm stronger then a lot of the guys I work with. You however will never know much about being a women. 
Which feminism has drilled into your head and at some sad point you acknowledge which is fine. But then You kinda dismiss how I will still never certain aspects about being a man. People really gotta 
stop digging so deeply into crap
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 7:45am

Adam Kitchen
Ashley Trulson Fair enough, I was only glancing through at sections and just noticed that. Not familiar with Mike at all, so genuinely didn't know whether he was being serious or not. Missed the sarcasm, 
for some reason. No big deal then.

Not sure what on earth you're going on about with the rest of your passage though. You seem to have a misconstrued opinion of my beliefs and would rather use it as a platform to vent your own anger 
and frustrations at something completely irrelevant to what I'm saying.

Feminism hasn't drilled nothing into my head either. If you read my comments properly, you'd have understood I said there was some important issues that the party brought up (male suicide, custody of 
children, genital mutilation, etc) that won't be taken seriously due to the toxic undertone on women in general. Why attack women in such a crude manner when you're simply advocating better rights for 
men? It underlines the point.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:40am

Kristopher Carters · Spalding Grammar School
The comments are better than the story mainly due to the guy showing up...but not sure what very small Heath can do here. They have a conference centre, someone wants to book it and that Chinese 
guy and happy Harry boy have left them wrecked. You could rent their sty for anything if you have the cash
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Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:33am

Nick Muir
Mr Buchanan is quite something. You start with apparently reasonable concerns about high rates of male suicide and gender bias in the courts. Then things start to get a bit strange. For example prostate 
cancer is caused by feminists (they prevent investment in treating it). He believes that a lot of rapes are committed by women on men (yes forced penetration). In fact he believes that this happens more 
or less as often as rapes committed by men on women. He further believes that male rapists in the main are themselves victims of sexual abuse earlier in life by a woman, usually their mother. There is 
much much more in this vein. He seethes with resentment at any successful woman, particularly politicians. I believe Mr Buchanan himself stood for parliament and got about 5 votes. He often comments 
on women's sport, including football. His comments are usually in the form of mocking women's participation, in quite a nasty way. I know that Birmingham have put a lot of effort into developing their 
women's team and for that reason alone they should show him the door. I do not think that Birmingham City FC, or any other organisation enhance their reputation by an association with this individual 
and his ‘party’.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 6:32am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Nick, almost everything you write is inaccurate, as people will discover if they read the manifesto.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:05am

Nick Muir
Yes please read the manifesto, it's all in there and much much more.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 7:54am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Mike Buchanan The manifesto doesn't refute quotes and cannot prove they were not made. Did you make the comments above harrassment? Why does one of your supporters on this thread, use the 
term 'crying' so often if he is concerned about issues such as depression? Do these women posters really exists? How did so many of your supporters appear on this site so quickly? 

And if you did find that (heaven forbid) you did have any misogynists in your ranks, what would happen?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:18am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
https://www.scientificamerican.com/.../sexual.../

Women victimize men roughly as much as men victimize women.

http://time.com/3393442/cdc-rape-numbers/

The CDC hides women raping men under a category that isn't rape... called Made to Penetrate (this should be familiar to citizens of the UK, since a woman forcing a man to have sex isn't rape under any 
law in the UK).

1.7% of men are raped in a given year.
1.6% of women are raped in a given year.

This does not include prison rape.

Nick... do these facts seem a bit strange? Yeah, we completely ignore them and try to hide them under a rug... hence the need to address them in public.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 1:01pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Nick Muir When they actualy read the manifesto, they will not agree with you...unless they are desperately trying to.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 11:57am

Mak Bewon
mmm this will go well.....
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:14am

Peter Ford
There are some of the views of the group which I wholly support (for example, I don't understand why circumcision isn't treated as 'Male genital mutilation') and the rate of male suicide should be of 
concern to all. Equally there are some areas where I don't support the views of the group. 

What I find bizarre and objectionable however is this constant drive to 'no platform' people who have committed no crime other than to hold a view you may not agree with. If we extend this article, there 
are other political parties out there, members of whom have been overtly racist or anti-Semitic or who have 'hushed-up' rapes and sexual assaults....where is the outrage against them? Would we see the 
same articles if Momentum or UKIP were booking function rooms at their local club?

As Al Barker says below, a free society means that we tolerate views that we do not agree with. On any given weekend, there is far more hatred and abuse shouted from the terraces than any of these 
function rooms.

F365 is losing it's way - it's sounding more and more like a bunch of 6th form political activists than a respected football journalism site.
Like · Reply · 34 · Nov 1, 2017 6:12am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Who isn't tolerating the view, but highlighting it and saying that you don't agree with it is not being intolerant. But they, too, are entitled to their view that this goes against gender equality, which the site 
believes in. Tolerate does not mean 'saying nothing', they are entitled to bring up the subject.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 6:48am

Peter Ford
F365 are going beyond having a view - they are suggesting that Birmingham City FC should not be hosting this event and should in effect 'ban' the organisation from attending. That, in my view, is 
intolerant.
Like · Reply · 18 · Nov 1, 2017 9:50am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Peter Ford That is an opinion and could be considered to be a more tolerant one than yours on the subject.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:03pm

Peter Ford
Gab Web where have I been remotely intolerant? I agree with some of the groups policies (MGM, suicide) and deplore their views on sexual assault/rape claims. I don’t comply with your black and white 
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view of the world and so you call me intolerant. It’s this readiness to resort to ad hominem and abuse that I don’t understand. It is possible to care about male suicide rates AND sexual assault on women. 
I find the behaviour of UKIP and Momentum activists far more objectionable than most of this stuff
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 1, 2017 3:23pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Peter Ford Don't feed the troll.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 10:01am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web The writer of the articlle is trying to get the venue shut down. That is NOT tolerance...at all. If what men's rights activists have to say is so wrong, then why not let them speak it so they can tell 
on themselves and convince others to never pay any more attention to what they say. Now, ah-ha, we see just WHY feminists do not even want men, and the women who love them, to speak.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 2, 2017 11:00am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Geheim Nisvoll Correct, you've been fed enough. Onto the Birmingham mail site now presumably. Good luck. And I mean that. I hope you all find somewhere to meet and make things better.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 10:42pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web Thank you. Equalty is a long road, we've done it for women and now it's time to turn our attention to men.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 7:21pm

Dean Johnson · University of Birmingham
Next up, the EDL? The club shouldn't alow these misfits to hire its space.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 6:00am

Obaro Evuarherhe
They're simply highlighting serious issues that are purposely being kept out of the public consciousness. Mike's not very subtle with his words, but the intent behind J4MB is undeniable. If you look at the 
facts about the issues facing men and boys in today's society with open eyes, you'll be overwhelmed by how much is being kept from you by the feminist media.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCgQAiy21dA
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 6:34am

Frank Buttons
Obaro Evuarherhe - Feminist media. Please list them. If you include our best selling newspapers and most visited websites in that list (The Sun, The Mail, mailonline) then you are an idiot. I'll give you the 
Guardian, which I like, but it is hilariously "right-on" at times. The rest of them are as feminist as a studded leather codpiece.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:55am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Obaro Evuarherhe I'm overwhelmed by how easily you have embraced bigotry and a bit embarrassed for you. If these people ever got their way, don't be surprised if, after putting women back 100 years, 
other people are on the agenda. If it happens to be you, you would only have yourself to blame.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:16am · Edited

Paul Elam · Founder and Publisher at A Voice for Men
Right you are!!! They should only allow people you agree with to speak.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 7:23am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Frank Buttons Frank, the default position of almost all mainstream media is feminist, I take the Times and feminist columnists such as Caitlin Moran relentessly toe the feminist line. There isn't a 
consistently anti-feminist journalist / columnist working for a mainstream media outlet anywhere in the world, to the best of my knowledge.
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 7:25am

Dean Johnson · University of Birmingham
Mike Buchanan You must be a bunch of weak sad men (unlike us Blues fans) worrying about feminism after what’s recently being sparked by Weinstein. Grow some!
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:36am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Gab Web get bent, Mike has never said anything equating to wanting to put the cause of women's rights back 100 years. He supports equality- why don't you?
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 7:47am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Dean Johnson Disgraceful. And hiding behind serious issues while saying that ugly women make stuff up.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:19am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Elizabeth Hobson Don't play daft word games, it just doesn't work. 

I suppose you are a supporter of people like Donald Trump, then? Another who likes to treat women like dirt and then say that his demographic is being sidelined. Are you telling me that you believe that 
things are equal now, or in favour of women? Why, because men get prostate cancer? Or because some men get suicidal? Does suicide rates matter for equality for other groups that get it more than 
European men? Or does it only matter when men get it? Your selective stats are laughable, really. And, if you are a real person, you should be ashamed for believing in this nonsense.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:23am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Paul Elam No one is stopping anyone speaking. As you well know as the site is now flooded with loads of men's network supporters all typing furiously in their batman suits. You people really do move on 
mass.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:32am · Edited
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Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Frank Buttons Obaro seems to be an idiot, to be fair, so he probably does believe it.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:26am

Nick Muir
Paul Elam Haha what do you know about free speech. Posting any kind of dissenting view on your AVFM site leads to instant removal and a ban. What a snowflake hypocrite you are.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 8:27am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Nick Muir Always the way, these guys really are the Donald Trumps of gender politics.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:33am

Obaro Evuarherhe
The BBC, the Guardian, The Independent, Huffington Post, the Atlantic, New York Times, New Yorker (Particularly gutted about this one! I used to love the New Yorker! Sadly it fell into feminist abyss a 
couple of years ago, before which they published great articles like 'Confessions of a prep-school feminist' - Google it), Channel 4, VICE, GQ are just a few of many. But yes the tabloids are more chaotic 
and undiscerning. 

Gab, it's very cute that you think insults affect me. Very sweet. 

So what problems do you have with people discussing the Gender prison gap, the gender suicide gap, boys doing worse in schools and university, men's mental health, child soldiers, falsely accused 
men, alienated fathers, etc etc.

Which of these issues do you have a problem with?
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 9:34am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Yes, wouldn't want the male suicide epidemic to be dealt with...that would be horrible... for some reason.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 1:02pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Obaro Evuarherhe Good luck with the right wingers.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:19pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web Don't be so surprised. After all, we have you to look to as a model.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 11:35am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dean Johnson You mean all those LEFT-WING MALE FEMINISTS that have been outed as SEXAL PREDATORS and PEDOPHILES?? You mean THOSE men? It's odd that I can't recall a single one of 
those accusations being aimed at anybody who has actual MORALS, SCRUPLES and FAMILY VALUES.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 11:37am

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web Yes, Elizabeth, how dare you try to play word games with people who aren't priviledged enough to understand them. Shame on you.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 11:38am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Obaro Evuarherhe Bravo! Very well said. Thank you.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 11:58am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web I dare you to name even one examle in which MRAs are trying to set women back your "100 years". Total BS. All we want is equal recognition and true eqaulity...which tellingly scares the hell 
out of feminists. That is why they hate us.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 12:01pm

Martin Krischik
Gab Web I have been left of center all my live. But since the left, and you personaly are a good example of that, doesn't care about male male suicide and male gential mutilation, I am indeed left with no 
other choice then to try my “luck with the right wingers.”

I don't like this. I am still left. But you leave me no choice.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 3:32pm

Ian Calderbank
Yet another attempt to silence people who disagree with the mainstream media narative. What is the 'sinister undertone' of wanting to discuss issues that uniquly or disproportionately affect men. Such as 
men being 75% of suicides, or men being sentenced to 30% more time in prison for the same offence, or the almost complete lack of fathers rights. The article mentions that the group object to funding 
Women's Aid but this is only because this is an organisation that sexual discriminates. There is no objection to funding domestic violence organisations as long as they recognise that men are as likely (or 
very nearly as likely) to be victims, and women as likely to be perpetrators. This event is not about ending equality its about recognising that the discussion on equality needs to include areas of male 
disadvantage.
Like · Reply · 30 · Nov 1, 2017 5:50am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Thanks Ian. If men were sentenced by the courts with the same leniency as women, 5 out of every 6 men currently in British prisons wouldn't be there. Evidence on William Collins's excellent blog http://
mra-uk.co.uk
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 7:03am
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Ewan Jones · Bristol, United Kingdom
This is why feminists always want to shut events down, or bar people from talking. Because when events do go ahead, and when people are allowed to speak, the feminists lose control of the public 
narrative.
Like · Reply · 37 · Nov 1, 2017 5:49am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
'Feminists lose control of the public narrative'
Listen to yourself. 
I bet you’re a white, western male. You couldn’t have more privilege. 

It’s very easy to hold events about the problems men face today, including things like suicide rates, without having to talk horse shit about rape allegations and why ugly women can’t be abused.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 6:55am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
This is why people don't take what you say seriously, when you make the claim that feminists always want to shut events down. That is a huge claim. Some of the like minded posters on here have said 
CITATION NEEDED and asked people if they have read the manifesto. Therefore, if you agree in free speech, are you prepared to back up your claim that 'Feminists always want to shut down events or 
bar people from talking' or do you have anything written anywhere that shows a feminist saying that non feminists should be stopped from talking and events should be banned? 

My local gym is having a fundraiser to reduce the number of cases of male suicide and prostate cancer. Did the feminists miss that one?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:07am

Dawn Cardiff · Bermuda College
Gab Web They do though Gab.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 1, 2017 7:28am

Andrew Benfell
Gab Web It's true though, feminists do try and shut down debate, they are hysterical and it has occurred all over the western world. Debate is freedom and feminists are tyrannical. Feminists have shut 
cinemas in Australia in in order to prevent "The red pill" from showing. It's so commonplace it isn't even noted now. Total tyrannical bullying.
Like · Reply · 17 · Nov 1, 2017 8:01am

Mike Rice
Andrew Benfell - Are you sure it FEMINISTS that are hysterical???
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 8:20am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
What's your definition of a feminist? I'd go with 'someone who wants equal rights for women'. Yours seems entirely different..
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 8:36am

Andrew Carter · Veterinarian at Adelaide veterinary specialist and referral centre
@Dan Preston the first International conference on men’s issues had to move at the last minute due to threats. The Australian premier of “the red pill’ movie had to be moved after pressure from feminists 
lying about its content. I haven’t heard of a women’s conference beating treated that way anywhere in the western world this century.
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 8:47am

Doug Lefelhocz · Macedonia, Ohio
Dan Preston "I bet you’re a white, western male. You couldn’t have more privilege."

Female genital cutting is usually explicitly banned by the law. Male genital cutting is NOT similarly explicitly banned.

Men often have to register with some sort of system to register for the draft. Or they get drafted. Women do not.

There exist special assistance programs for women in higher education, often government funded such as 'women's centers', even though men make up the minority of graduates.

Women can often unilaterally opt out having to financially support a child via, among other things, leaving a child at a safe haven. Men cannot similarly do this unilaterally.

So, I see plenty of evidence against male priviliege. And no, male genital cutting COULD get made illegal. Systems like the United States Selective Service system could get equalized or eliminated 
entirely. We could have special programs for men in higher education. And we could have measures to protect against paternity fraud.
Like · Reply · 15 · Nov 1, 2017 9:16am

Doug Lefelhocz · Macedonia, Ohio
Gab Web Examples of feminists trying to/succeeding in shutting down events

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iARHCxAMAO0
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yg-f7fC0Uw&t=31s
3. http://motorcitymuckraker.com/.../controversial-mens.../
4. https://www.mgtow.com/.../feminists-shut-down-red-pill.../
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQzQBTkQZWU
Like · Reply · 18 · Nov 1, 2017 9:21am

Peter Ford
Dan Preston A friend of mine is a white, western male. He's fairly uneducated by his own admission, he works a 70 hour week as a labourer on a chicken farm. Everyone else in his work gang does not 
speak English and he barely makes enough to pay his bills each week. His wife divorced him to live with another guy and has denied him access to his child, despite the courts ordering him to do so. And 
you think he's fucking privileged?
Like · Reply · 18 · Nov 1, 2017 10:12am

Natty Kadifa
Dan Preston ' You couldn’t have more privilege. ' << the privilege that means 88% of men are homeless? the privileg that means that men are only 40% of the university population? the privilege that 
means that men are always canon fodder in war..the privilege that means that men make up most of the suicide rates in the UK? or the privilege that men get less than 1% of government help despite 
being 40-50% of domestic violence victims? Would you like me to continue or are you getting the picture yet?
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 11:23am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Andrew Carter The Norwich screenings of The Red Pill, funded by Barry Wright, a disabled man, were accepted then cancelled by four or five cinemas in the space of a few days. The man spent 
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£10,000+ of hos own money on the screenings, plus funding a number of people to fly from the US and elsewhere, plus accommodation, meals... Barry Wright and Cassie Jaye here https://
j4mb.org.uk/.../barry-wright-wins-our-winston.../
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 1, 2017 11:52am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Dan Preston "I bet you’re a white, western male. You couldn’t have more privilege. " Holy shit, the sexism and the racism. Assuming someone's gender and race because they disagree with you. Holy 
hell.

For the record, white men could be more privileged... they could be white women.
Like · Reply · 17 · Nov 1, 2017 12:40pm

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Jeremy Aves "What's your definition of a feminist? I'd go with 'someone who wants equal rights for women'. Yours seems entirely different.."

The largest feminist organization in the world NOW (National Organization for Women) has been actively campaigning to prevent fathers equal access to their children after a divorce... for decades. 

Can you show me these "feminists" who are advocating for women's equal rights?
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 1, 2017 12:41pm

Natty Kadifa
Mike Rice YES
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 1:29pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Chuck Buford I'm assuming his race and gender by the name Ewan Jones. A welsh name of a guy living in Bristol. He's probably white and male, as am I.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 1:49pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Natty Kadifa well you know, blue for a boy, pink for a girl, that's just the way it is.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 1:52pm

Al Liance
Dan Preston More privilege? The privilege to die in wars defending your right to talk tripe. The privilege to die at work to build the country that you leach off - lets have EQUAL DEATH DAY - the 11th 
January each year when the same number of men will die at work as women die at work for the whole year. The privilege to be guilty of rape until I can be prove my myself innocent - twice and to two 
different criteria. The privilege never to see my children again because a woman makes up lies. The privilege to die 8 years before women - and to enhance my huge privilege - be denied my full pension 
because the money is needed to pay for women. The privilege to pay 3 times as much tax as women and to receive inferior health care, treatment and resources. The privilege to have ill-informed, 
politically motivated and self serving, self righteous and sanctimonious air heads making fatuous racist and sexist sneers - whilst filling their distended bellies with their snouts in the trough of the benefits 
good men have created ..... such a privilege being a white, western male .... and by the way you are a little out of touch with the current "right think" from Winge Central... white women don't know their 
privilege either .... and white homosexuals don't either ... come on Dan ... get up to date and get your whining on message …
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 4:20pm

Al Liance
Jeremy Aves The definition of a feminist is a Marxist who states that oppression is a result of patriarchal social systems where men are exclusively the oppressors and females are exclusively the victims 
of male dominance and privilege and where the masculine (bourgeoisie) occupy the upper rungs of privilege, authority, and power over the feminine (proletariat). 
Thus, oppression is the physical manifestation of his social dominance as it is forcibly imposed on her submissive feminine body. Conversely, female violence is initiated reactively, purely as a form of 
self-defence.
Unfortunately, 97% of men do not fit this feminist view, but another definition of a feminist is “one for whom facts have no relevance”
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 5:24pm

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Jeremy Aves Equal rights for women? Marvellous. When will they give up all their privileges, do you think?
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 2, 2017 1:53am

John Allman · De Montfort University Leicester (DMU)
Dan Preston What "horse shit"? Only a tiny small minority of allegations of sexual assault by men, against women, are proven in criminal trials of the alleged perpetrators. The preponderance of 
allegations which do not even result in anybody being charged, suggests that the risk a man faces of being falsely accused of a sexual assault is a great deal higher than his actually perpetrating a 
criminal sexual assault leading to his conviction. But even when alleged perpetrators are not even charged, or after they have been acquitted, there are those with a lynch mob mentality who think they 
"got away with it".

White, western males have slightly more privilege than African Americans tried for the rape of whit women before all-white juries, but not much, if your comments are anything to go by. The "no smoke 
without fire" mindset is the enemy of all men.

The talking up of the so-called, mythical "rape culture", is a psy op. The very offence of rape should be abolished, as I argue here:

Abolish rape!
https://johnallmanuk.wordpress.com/2015/03/07/abolish-rape/
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 4:04am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Dan Preston Are you really claiming that only white people have welsh names? Is that the kind of racism you believe in?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 6:22am

Szczepan Hołyszewski · Works at Samozatrudnienie
Gab Web Regarding the fundraiser at your local gym, yes, they either missed that one or they already control it. Yes, there is some ostensibly pro-male activism done by feminists. You can identify it by 
the use of misandrist phraseology and systematic blaming of all male problems on those aspects of masculinity that feminists find undesirable. You will hear from these activists that "toxic masculinity" 
causes men to kill themselves and stops them from getting medical help. All they do is really about uprooting men ideologically and making the very idea of maleness scary and repulsive and obsolete. 
Nothing they do is really about helping men.
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 2, 2017 7:50am

Geheim Nisvoll
That's because Feminism is based on a lie. And that lie cannot stand up to any actual scrutiny. The whole of Feminism is based on lies, deception and misdirection.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 10:05am
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Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web There is written proof all over the web. You must seek it and debunk it. Good luik with the latter! We owe you no references. This is not a public journal that requires citations, nor should it be, 
especially when the examples aer all over the place and have become common knowledge The burden of disproving something you do not agree with is yours.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 11:07am

Geheim Nisvoll
Jeremy Aves Sure, son. You just keep on believing that. Show me ANYTHING that Feminists have done to be "equal to a man" that doesn't involve lowering standards, special exemptions, unearned 
privileges, or male gynocentrism-- or even anything that THEY have done THEMSELVES that isn't something that some OTHER group has done, that they have just gone and hogged the credit for 
themselves. Feminists are long on the "bony finger of shame" but very short on action which requires personal attention or actual responsibility. They can march around with pink pussy hats and 
screech-- but that's about it. Show me what FEMINISTS have done to be equal. Anything-- just one. Come on, I know you can do it-- you're such a good "Male Feminist"...
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 2, 2017 11:10am

Geheim Nisvoll
Doug Lefelhocz You're casting your pearls before swine. And of the most disgusting and porcine variety at that.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 11:12am

Geheim Nisvoll
Natty Kadifa You forgot to mention that Men make up 97% of all workplace fatalities.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 11:13am

Geheim Nisvoll
Chuck Buford But more importantly-- Dan, why are you assuming their gender?
Like · Reply · Nov 2, 2017 11:14am

Geheim Nisvoll
Ty Henderson - We need to remember to be kind to our less fortunate friends. There is a wealth of well-sourced information on a variety of topics of particular interest to Men to be found amidst the pages 
of AVoiceForMen.com, and in the AVFM Forums. You will also find plenty of people who would just love the opportunity to discuss and debate all of your concerns regarding equality, and issues of men. 
There is also the HoneyBadgerRadio channel on YouTube, which is where Alison Tieman, Karen Straughan, Hanna Wallen, and the rest of the Honey Badgers hang out. And of course you can see Paul 
Elam's videos there on YouTube as well. Other thoughtful people include Stefan Molyneux, June Lapine (ShoeOnHead), Karen Straughan, Alison Tieman, Hanna Wallen on their own channels, Cassie 
Jaye (maker of the Red Pill movie), Mike Buchanan's channel-- and links to many, many other good resources can be found there, or via the various sites mentioned. 

The truth is out there whenever you're ready to receive it.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 11:28am · Edited

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Chuck Buford no Chuck, but look at the guy's profile. He's a white man. My assumption was correct.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 12:20pm

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Geheim Nisvoll what? the gender of a white male called Ewan, a man's name? I'm not, I'm assuming his sex, I have no idea what his gender is.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 12:21pm

Ewan Jones · Bristol, United Kingdom
Dan Preston - Yes I'm a white man.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 12:35pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Jeremy Aves If feminism was for true equality, it would seek equal rights for women AND men, the latter which is conveniently left out. Feminists forget to see the other side of the equal mark. Even the 
very word feminism is sexist and disregards men as the other side of the equal mark.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 7:33pm

Fred Nurk
Gab Web Good grief Gab, there are myriad examples of this happening. Protests to shut down free speech is a standard tactic of feminists. You must be kidding us. What do you think this is. The first 
ICMI14 had to be moved because of protests and bomb threats.
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 12:27am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Doug Lefelhocz The best you could do is youtube? How fucking pathetic.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:30am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Mike Buchanan What the fuck has the fact the guy was disabled got to do with anything, other than you being emotionally manipulative?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:31am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Chuck Buford How fucking stupid are you?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:31am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Al Liance You do know you're talking bollocks, right?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:32am
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Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Al Liance Oh, I see, you're actually batshit mental. Cheers for clearing that up.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:32am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Mike Buchanan Seriously, just how tiny is your penis that you've got to act like such a fucking moron online?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:33am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
John Allman Are you really that fucking stupid?
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:33am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Ty Henderson No, you make a claim, you back it up or else you're admitting that you're talking bullshit.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:34am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Tell that to the folks at York College. I doubt they will believe you.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 7:25pm

Ewan Jones · Bristol, United Kingdom
It's an incredibly important conference. In the UK 89 men kill themselves every week. Male suicide is the greatest social problem that exists right now. It's vital there is a conference for people to talk 
about this and other men's issues.
Like · Reply · 39 · Nov 1, 2017 5:40am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Ewan, thank you. Suicide is the leading cause of death of men in the UK in all age ranges below 50. The male:female suicide rate is 3.5:1, 30 years ago it was 1.7:1. Because it's men killing themselves, 
the government doesn't give a damn. After divorce the ratio is over 10:1 as men are wiped out financially in divorce courts, denied access to their children by women making false allegations of domestic 
abuse or child abuse (often in order to get Legal Aid, denied to their ex-partners)...
Like · Reply · 32 · Nov 1, 2017 6:47am

Frankie Dysart · MI Officer at Banque PSA Finance
Mike Buchanan And the cause of the problems are other men, not women, you sad deluded fuckwits.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 3:24am

Ewan Jones · Bristol, United Kingdom
Frankie Dysart No the cause of the problem is the government, not all men, or all women. Also great insult.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 5, 2017 9:37am

Christopher Leyman-Nicholls
'To say there is a sinister undertone to the party is an understatement' points towards the author not really knowing the politics about which they write. Indeed, the inferred view throughout the piece is 
that anyone who questions the established narrative has to be an awful human being. And what is this writer so worried about? Its a conference featuring people from around the world discussing real 
problems in society.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 1, 2017 7:06am · Edited

Jacob King Taylor · London, United Kingdom
"Links from the ‘j4mb’ website include pieces titled ’13 reasons women lie about being raped’ and ’10 reasons false rape allegations are common’, "

So you dont think there's anything sinister about sharing or writing such pieces? Or anything sinister or untoward about his comments made on BBC Radio Nottingham, about only unattractive women 
claiming sexual harrassment or assault, and that their claims are therefore not credible?

If you don't, then that speaks volumes about your character.

The author of this piece is perfectly entitled to label the party as having a sinister undertone and it doesn't suggest that they know nothing of the party or what they stand for, all it suggests is that they 
have a different political outlook to you.

I'd love to see Mike Buchanan respond to the people asking him if those quotes were misattributed to him, rather than cherry picking which comments he replies to, seeing as he has deigned to grace us 
with his presence in this comments section.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 6:37am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Jacob King Taylor Exactly, spot on. 

Nothing sinister? I've never seen anyone who is anti feminist who has not been a misogynist. They start calling equal pay for equal work 'feminist' and go from there. I've never seen anyone use that type 
of term who really ever wanted people to get the same pay for the same work.

And, oddly, as you say, the person who the article is about has shown up to reply to random comments and then a set of 'new' characters have shown up all, apparently, supporting him. Nothing 
suspicious or sinister there. And then they talk about free speech.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 6:45am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Jacob King Taylor We'll be publishing the audio file on our YouTube channel in the coming few days, so you'll be able to hear what I said in context.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:00am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Gab Web I've never met an anti-feminist who's a misogynist. Have met plenty of feminists who are misandrists (misandry = hatred of males).
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 1, 2017 7:16am
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Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Gab Web Anti-feminist does not equal anti-women. In fact, feminism harms women as well as men so if you care about women's well-being you should have no problem with anti-feminism.
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 7:43am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Mike Buchanan fucking hell, English lessons, thanks.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:51am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Mike Buchanan I think you might have missed a few misogynists in your ranks. Did you make the comment about harrassment and 'ugly women' or not?

Believe me, I'm no lover of men haters, too self serving for that, and have no time for feminists who hate men but I think you are looking in the wrong places if you believe, considering your party, that you 
have met more women who hate men than vice versa.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:08am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Elizabeth Hobson The day someone from sixth form college advises me about what feminism and anti man behaviour looks like.....

You are talking to someone who has a fridge magnet that says 'I'm not a lesbian but I hate men'. It is a joke, by the way.

But feminism has done a lot for women in the same way that most movements do good and make mistakes. But if you really believe that the main thing society needs now is a men's movement then we 
are never really going to agree. It is the Donald Trump model of entitlement.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:12am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Dan Preston He's never met an anti feminist who is a misogynist. In that case, I would say he needs to get out more and is not really best placed to be discussing any of these issues. Either that or it is a 
bare faced lie.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:41am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Jacob King Taylor ""Links from the ‘j4mb’ website include pieces titled ’13 reasons women lie about being raped’ and ’10 reasons false rape allegations are common’, ""

You think raising awareness that women lie about being raped, and make false accusations is sinister?

Let's look at some reasons women have lied about being raped (and subsequently made false rape accusations) just recently.

Wanted a refund on college classes.
Wanted attention from man they were interested in.
Wanted revenge for being turned rejected
Wanted to be able to retake a test
Was embarassed when discovered having sex with someone they shouldn't be.
Wanted to cover for an affair
Wanted to cover for having sex in public
Trump won the election.
What happened wasn't rape (or sexual assault).

I mean, we could go on, but you get the point. Women lie about being raped. Not every woman who says she's been raped is lying. Not every woman who says she's been raped is telling the truth.

Between 2% and 8% of rape accusations reported to the police are proven false.

Between 3% and 7% of rape accusations reported to the police are proven true.

Between 2% and 97% of rape accusations report to police are false. No one knows how many are actually false. Anyone who says they do is lying to you because of an agenda.

Those are just the ones reported to police. This doesn't include the ones that are never given the chance to be investigated in the first place.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 12:56pm

Nick Langford · Havant
Jacob King Taylor Sinister? I assume you are familiar with Ros Burnett's book on Wrongful Allegations, published last year by Oxford University Press. Obviously the OUP has a reputation for publishing 
sinister conspiracy theories and misogynist nonsense. False allegations of violence, sexual abuse and rape are a real phenomenon and deserving of serious consideration, research and debate; they 
consume scant resources and trivialise actual abuse. To deny that this is a problem is to ignore a very large weight of evidence and academic research. Perhaps you could attend the conference with an 
open mind and have your eyes opened.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 1:54pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Jacob King Taylor Oh, Mike can more than adequately explain himself. And when he <strike/> is allowed to </strike> does, it will be immediately obvious how his words have been taken out of context 
and twisted.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 11:45am

Dawn Cardiff · Bermuda College
Gab Web Elizabeth's left Sixth Form College long ago love. Lol
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 3:57pm

Guy Thomas · Academie voor de Journalistiek
Well done Birmingham FC. Don't be cowed by the PC-mob
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 1, 2017 5:15am

Al Liance
OMG .... "triggered" - shock horror! How very dare they?
Perhaps there are some responsible adults out there who could change these whingers' dirty nappies and then have a sensible discussion?
Discussion about what?
1 Male suicide. Now the single biggest killer of young men in my country. More men kill themselves every year than have died in ALL the military conflicts since World War II (hows that for being 
"triggered?). 4 TIMES MORE men kill themselves than women - and Jess Phillips just laughs out loud - now that is triggering. Men kill themselves after domestic abuse and relationship breakdown - far, 
far more than women are killed by their partners. and so it goes on .....
2 Domestic Violence .... violent people are violent. This has been proven and that women are more violent in intimate relationships than men and yet there are no refuges in this country for men and their 
children. Men stay with violent, angry women because they want to protect their children - the men have to stay because the children will suffer more if they go .... and there is NOWHERE for them to go.
3, 4, 5, and on and on - check out the manifesto.
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Surely these issues need to be talked about, discussed and solutions sought.? How are we going to stop domestic violence unless we recognise all its manifestations? How are we going to stop putting 
children at risk of violence and abuse if we only see half the problems?
Open your eyes and your hearts and stop your discrimantion, predjudice and misandry.
Like · Reply · 23 · Nov 1, 2017 5:03am

Stöpsel Montgomery
CITATION NEEDED
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 5:12am

Stöpsel Montgomery
CITATION NEEDED
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 5:12am

Andrew Benfell
Stöpsel Montgomery for the statistics citation - this survey https://www.gov.uk/.../Statistical-update-on-suicide.pdf
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 7:55am

Andrew Benfell
Stöpsel Montgomery for the evidence Jess Philips laughing at mens issues raised by Philip Davies MP here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XX6ATwQv7Q
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 1, 2017 7:57am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Agree regarding the suicide and people are moving to do things with that. Agree about the violence as well. 

Do you agree with this?

“I spent 30 years in the business world and never once came across an example of women claiming to be sexually harassed. This is women claiming to be sexually harassed, not who have been 
harassed. If we believe them we are basically saying that men are guilty.

“There are some very unattractive women, including some politicians, who claim sexual harassment. Their claims are not credible. Perhaps they are fantasising.

“It’s usually unattractive women who claim to have been sexually harassed and it is simply not right. If she’s more attractive she’ll get more attention from men so she won’t need to claim things It’s 
simple.”
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:04am

Peter Ford
Gab Web I certainly don't agree with that statement above and find it bizarre, but I am not so offended by it that I want to silence the discussion on Male Gential Mutiliation (which many feminist groups 
still refuse to acknowledge) or the worrying rate of male suicide or the dramatic unfairness in the family courts
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 10:00am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Gab Web "Agree regarding the suicide and people are moving to do things with that. " You mean laughing and saying it doesn't need to be discussed because every day is men's day? Yeah, no thanks, 
we'll actually deal with it... thanks.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 12:43pm

Natty Kadifa
Stöpsel Montgomery www.mra-uk.co.uk - CITATIONS about male issues on this site for you mate. Your welcome
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 1, 2017 1:36pm · Edited

Al Liance
Stöpsel Montgomery Do your own research .....
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 5:26pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Stöpsel Montgomery No! If you disagree, you provide the counter articde. That is how it works, This is not a professional journal that requires citations whenever dissenters demand. There are literally 
thousands of examples so why do you not go to them yourself. Ever heard of "key words?" Put them in and see the numerous proof that has become common knowledge...but there is one caveat: you 
must actually read the debunkings.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 11:26am

Stöpsel Montgomery
Hello Michael. Your group not only has some bizarre views but also some dangerous ones. I've watched a lot from your 2017 conference and a lot of the rhetoric seemed, to my ears, incredibly 
disturbing. Also the speakers used the phrase "cultural Marxist" far too many times for me to take them in any way seriously. Good luck in trying to bring down those evil women. Ben xxxxx
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 4:54am

Nick Langford · Havant
CITATION NEEDED. What, specifically, disturbed you, or do you find the 20 issues identified by J4MB of no relevance to you? Even if you are not affected, why should it bother you that those who are 
affected want to do something about it?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 5:47am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Nick Langford He made it quite clear, the use of 'cultural marxist' was a clue.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 6:49am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
A link to the 16 presentations at the third International Conference on Men's Issues, held in Australia a few months ago https://www.youtube.com/playlist... From memory few of the speakers spoke of 
cultural Marxism, it's a given that (a) it's a strong force in society, and (b) it's virulently anti-male. One of the first things Jeremy Corbyn did after becoming Labour party leader was to have an interview 
with the Jewish Chronicle, in which he expressed support for (illegal) non-therapeutic circumcision of male minors, Male Genital Mutilation (MGM). Most Jewish boys have their genitals mutilated at just 8 
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days of age, Muslim boys later, but always pre-pubescence, so they don't discover what they've lost. 90% of the nerve cells which give men pleasure during sex are located in the foreskin.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 7:14am

Stöpsel Montgomery
Mike Buchanan thanks. Those darn Jews, eh?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 9:18am

Adam Kitchen
Stöpsel Montgomery darn Jews? Are you retarded? Are you really suggesting that what that man said was anti-semitic for opposition genital mutilation?

You're not only stupid, but a coward, as well, hiding behind a fake profile.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 9:40am

Stöpsel Montgomery
Adam Kitchen I am Jewish and oppose circumcision. My name is Ben Papier if it helps you... I am pro men's rights and women's rights. I have seen what this "community" stand for and find their politics 
repugnant. Yes men face a lot of problems through some of the things they bring up, however, the people attracted to the movement tend to be rather bigoted in their views and they are pushing people 
away from an important set of causes.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 9:46am

Stöpsel Montgomery
Also I bring up the Jews because they tend to be where the conversation ends up eventually with these groups. It was a tongue in cheek comment but I can see how you took it and for that I am sorry.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 9:47am

Adam Kitchen
Stöpsel Montgomery Well, I had never heard of them before today and haven't seen any conversations turn in that direction as of yet.

You are basically saying you agree with one of the issues that Mike Buchanan is fighting for, yet still want to attack him for fighting for it. Your position doesn't make any sense.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 10:43am

Adam Kitchen
Stöpsel Montgomery I do agree that it may attract some very distasteful people, however, based off some of the horrid dichotomy I've read surrounding rape. I would agree that this is unfortunate and 
prevents sensible dialogue taking place, and I alluded to this in another comment on this page.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 10:45am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Stöpsel Montgomery With these groups? Could you sound more bigoted? We don't discuss Jews or Muslims, because bodily integrity is a HUMAN right, and bears no relation to religion. If someone 
reaches the age of majority and decides they want to mutilate their body, that is their choice. They have that choice, but until then, bodily integrity is a human right.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 12:46pm

Nick Langford · Havant
Gab Web Yes, the phrase 'cultural Marxist' is incredibly disturbing to my ears, too, but probably for different reasons. It's not an argument, though, is it? Oh wait, I forgot, expecting a coherent argument 
backed up by evidence is patriarchal, isn't it?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 1:36pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Stöpsel Montgomery We've seen it already, in less than a day on here, not mention that white males are the group that are discriminated against the most. As I said earlier, they are the Donald Trumps of 
gender politics. And what a surprise to see Adam Kitchen showing his true colours.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:10pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Nick Langford Not sure why you are here expecting an argument at all. Care to tell us how about 20 of you showed up here all at the same time? Not interested in what you have to say or what you are all 
selling. Good luck to you, as long as your don't try to put anyone else down, but not interested. No argument required.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:11pm

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Stöpsel Montgomery Don't use the word bigoted, Adam the plant gets offended by its use.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:23pm

Natty Kadifa
Stöpsel Montgomery Sorry, who mentioned jews? no one here mentioned jews - looks like someones projecting...are they the only people who circumcise baby boys mate?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 4:12pm · Edited

Natty Kadifa
Gab Web The reason we are all here is because Mike B is constantly silenced by ignorant people such as the person who wrote this article and you, someone who obviously does not support free 
speech. Unfortunately we have to do this, because, well NORMAL MEN ARE NOT PRIVILEGED
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 4:02pm

Adam Kitchen
Gab Web explain what my true colours are and how you've came to such a conclusion? Stop rambling off platitudes and start constructing coherent arguments.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 4:05pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Gab Web Culrural marxisam is EXACTLY what feminism is. Proof? Actually READ the Declaration of Sentiments. Actually read the words of subsequent feminists, aka terrorist suffragettes, Supremacy 
was and is their goal and it is working, largely due to suckers that perfer to cling to all the brainwahsing they have been exposed to. Feminism is the ruse of all ruses. Read Belfort Bax. Use your noggin to 
learn about all the mentoring that Engles and Marx gave early femnists, then DARE to honestly compare. You'll see,
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Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 11:42am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Adam Kitchen If you have missed the many questions I've put on the subject on this very page, yes, you have shown your true colours. Well done.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 10:07pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Gab Web Because there was an article about it in a group we all belong to. I don't think there was any coordinated effort, just something we're all interested in. So no conspiracy.
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2017 8:16pm

Al Barker · General dogsbody at Anywhere that'll have me.
This group certainly has some bizarre and unpleasant views, but I take it they are not illegal. In which case should BCFC be censoring them? I'm a firm believer in free speech, there are many political 
viewpoints I disagree with, in fact a few political parties whose views I dislike. But I do not want them banning, that's not how a (supposedly) free society works, that's what dictatorships do; deciding what 
you can and cannot hear.
Like · Reply · 18 · Nov 1, 2017 4:36am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Thanks Al. If you read our manifesto I think you'll realise we're not what we're being portrayed as in this article (or comments).
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 4:43am

Nick Pavlos Motture · Hove
Mike Buchanan So are you saying you didn't say the things attributed to you in this article?
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 5:23am

Abhishek Mallik · Doctor at Pennine Acute Hospital NHS Trust
Oh god, not this "free speech" nonsense again. This isn't a free speech issue. No one is saying this idiotic oaf should be thrown in jail or beaten to a pulp for his caveman like views. That would be a free 
speech issue - but even then free speech isn't absolute (e.g. if he was inciting violence then the law should get involved). 

People are just saying football clubs committed to equality should use more discretion as to who uses their facilities. This man is free to speak in public about these things if he wanted, set up a website 
etc. But if one of my friends hosted one of my meetings at his house I'd tell him I was pretty bloody disappointed and expected better of him. That's all that's going on here.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 1, 2017 6:19am

Al Barker · General dogsbody at Anywhere that'll have me.
Why is it free speech nonsense Abhishek? Becasue you don't agree with them I guess? Would it be 'free speech nonsense' if it were your personal views that were being censored? I very much doubt it. 
BCFC are a business and they want to make money from their facilities. I do not believe that they should act as a political arbiter, choosing who comes in and who doesn't based on their own beliefs. I 
don't like Corbyn, I think his brand of socialism is outdated and proved not to work and would be a disaster for the country. Nor do I like Farage with his xenophobic, little Englander views. But I would be 
appalled at either of them being censored and banned from anywhere purely for giving their opinions.
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 1, 2017 6:37am

Obaro Evuarherhe
Abhishek Mallik It's always disturbing seeing people opposing free speech without admitting to themselves that that is what they're doing. If you don't like what's being said, don't go to the event. Anything 
else is censorship. 

For instance, I despise identity politics but I'm not going to insist that feminists or black lives matter clowns not be allowed to speak somewhere. If I think they're advocating violence, or if I suspect that 
illegal activity might take place in the event, then I'd go to the event and take recordings (which you're welcome to do at this event by the way). Otherwise, I repeat, what you're calling for is censorship. 
And your self delusion on this is nothing short of Orwellian.
Like · Reply · 16 · Nov 1, 2017 6:43am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Al Barker That is interesting, though, because, although I agree with you in principle, the fact is that Farage and co wouldn't think twice about denying you your right to free speech, so he only has to win 
once.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:01am

Jerry Higgins · Administrative Officer at Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment
It appears you do not know what censorship is. 

BCFC would not be censoring this group by refusing to allow them hold their conference on their property. As a private business they can allow, or not allow, whomever they want to hold events on their 
property. It may well be the case that BCFC are quite happy to allow this group hold their conference at their ground, despite knowing what it stands for. Of course it could also be the case the BCFC do 
not know what this group stands for and may refuse their business (which as a private business they are entitled to do). 

That would not be censorship. That would be a private business making the decision that they do not agree with what this group stands for and so do not wish to have their own brand associated with it or 
to provide a platform for them.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 7:09am

Abhishek Mallik · Doctor at Pennine Acute Hospital NHS Trust
Al Barker no, it's nonsense because most objecting aren't demanding that they be banned. Your risible "free speech" argument would only be valid if people wrote to the local council asking if the 
authorities step in to stop this meeting from taking place, or if people wrote to the FA asking if Birmingham should face sanctions from the FA for holding this meeting. None of this is happening. People 
are simply using THEIR free speech to object to Birmingham City hosting this meeting. Why are you objecting to people using their free speech to do this? You see, your illogical free speech argument 
could go round in circles but it would only hold water if there was an actual attempt to ban it rather than just object to it and ask Birmingham to reconsider. 

Just as Birmingham are free to host this meeting, they are also free to say no. Plenty of businesses sever ties with people or organisations that have values which are antithecal to their own. If BCFC are 
happy that someone whose organisation publishes lists of reasons why women "lie about being raped", that's their decision. But it's also fine that people bring their attention and raise their objections.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 7:11am · Edited

Abhishek Mallik · Doctor at Pennine Acute Hospital NHS Trust
Obaro Evuarherhe oh dear, spot the idiot who uses a 1984 reference to try and back up his spurious point. No, this is not denying free speech. Nor is this trying to ban something. This is simply people 
objecting to something, bringing the attention of BCFC to what's booked there (I very much doubt their bookers run through every booking with a fine toothcomb) and asking that they reconsider. 

What happens if BCFC take account of these protests and say they'll host the meeting anyway? What will people do? They might complain, maybe some particularly outraged ones won't renew their 
season tickets and encourage others to do the same. There won't however be much more of a concerted effort to actually stop it from happening though. This isn't a free speech infringement whatsoever, 
and it's a strrawman argument to suggest otherwise.

And what if, hypothetically, someone decided to give Black Lives Matter a spot at the next Republican National Convention? Do you think those Republicans objecting to this (of which I'm sure there 
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would be many) would be trying to deny the free speech of those BLM speakers? Because I don't - as much as I would disagree with the Republicans hugely, I would understand that they probably 
wouldn't fit in with the values of the Republican Party. So this works both ways.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:23am · Edited

Al Barker · General dogsbody at Anywhere that'll have me.
Abhishek, are you seriously trying to argue that this article isn't an attempt to have this meeting stopped? Or at the very least criticism for allowing those views to be publicised.?
And why is someone an idiot for using a 1984 reference? Have you read the book? Winston Smith works in a department whose purpose is to manipulate what people see and read. Precisely what the 
article above is trying to do. 
You do not have to agree with an opinion to disagree with that view being silenced; something that you do not seem to grasp. Yes BCFC are entitled to say no to this group. But equally they are entitled 
to allow them to use their facilities without being hounded and criticised because others disagree. Or is that too much for you?
You appear to have a very small minded approach to who can say what, and anyone that disagrees is obviously a fool in your eyes. Are you UKIP by any chance?
Like · Reply · 8 · Nov 1, 2017 7:34am

Obaro Evuarherhe
Abhishek Mallik So we agree! The event can go on whether or not you cry about it. Thank you for conceeding.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 7:36am

Obaro Evuarherhe
Abhishek Mallik I apologise for misunderstanding that you just want to be free to cry about people talking about men and boys' issues, which of course you're free to do.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 7:37am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Abhishek Mallik Mike's views are the height of progressive, it is the neglect and contempt for men and boys in our society that is caveman-like.
Like · Reply · 16 · Nov 1, 2017 7:39am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Obaro Evuarherhe There are others who go around with views similar to yours, I hope you don't meet them at some time. And grow up, with all this business about crying. You are meant to be supporting 
a group that is concerned about depression and issues like that, so why are you using the term 'crying' as if it were an insult? Could it be that hating the feminists is more of interest than worrying about 
the depression? You don't communicate as if you care about depression.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 7:52am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Abhishek Mallik You've really found yourself surrounded by newbies who are just passing by, haven't you? Totally agree, your comments are spot on. And these people speak as if no one cares about 
some of the more rational issues that they claim to be discussing. But Obaro seems to use the term 'crying' as an insult a lot, for someone who cares deeply about depression.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 7:54am

Obaro Evuarherhe
You're absolutely right Gab. I do despise feminism as much (if not more) than I care about men's issues. And I doubt someone with depression will be sent on a downward spiral upon seeing the word 
'cry' used in the context in which I used it.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 8:36am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Obaro Evuarherhe So you are a medical expert and you think that to use the word in a derogatory way improves things? It is not just the effect on the person, you ought to know this, if you give a word 
negative connotations you are also affecting how people who go through that experience (in this case 'crying') will be viewed. The idea that you believe that depression is 'downward spirals' pretty much 
confirms you don't really know what you are talking about, how it works or even society's influence on it. So, basically, clueless.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 9:16am · Edited

Abhishek Mallik · Doctor at Pennine Acute Hospital NHS Trust
Obaro Evuarherhe I see and help men with mental health problems pretty much every day of my working life. This is a topic I am very much qualified to talk about. Halfwits who see it fit to publish articles 
listing top reasons why women make accusations of rape as part of their agenda most certainly are not. Mens health is crucial and arguably needs to come out into the open far more, but doing it at the 
expense and belitting of the womens movement is not the way to go.

Still, at least we are having this discussion, since you seem to have seen the logical fallacy of you falsely claiming people raising objections to something are trying to ban it.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:14am · Edited

Abhishek Mallik · Doctor at Pennine Acute Hospital NHS Trust
Al Barker oh dear, your arguments really are the height of stupidity.

This website has published an article objecting to BCFC holding this meeting on their premises. It's an opinion piece. It doesn't suggest anyone should be banning the meeting, apart from BCFC if they 
wish to do so with the information in this article. But then that wouldn't really be "banning" it, that'd be BCFC making a decision of their own volition.

What if this website posts an opinion (I'm sure they have done) that Gareth Southgate shouldn't be picking Joe Hart in goal for England? Would this be an infringement on the freedom of Gareth 
Southgate to pick the players he wants? What's the difference here?

And yes, I've read 1984 but clearly only one of us has actually understood it. The whole point of the novel was that it was the powers that be, the government that were trying to control what people 
thought in Oceania. Do you think Football 365 wield any power? Do you think they have any authority in our society? Maybe you think they're a secret government mouthpiece?

Or do you think this just one writer on one website saying they think something is unacceptable, and people like you trying to shut them down by building strawmen around free speech as a result? 

Take a little time to think about it...
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:23am

Al Barker · General dogsbody at Anywhere that'll have me.
Ah Abhishek, falling to the level of personal abuse. Because of course anyone who doesn't share your views is displaying the height of stupidity. Not in the slightest the height of arrogance then? You are 
obviously very clever and must therefore be right.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 10:54am

Ian Lambton
Abhishek Mallik '<i>People are just saying football clubs committed to equality should use more discretion as to who uses their facilities.</i>'

J4M&B is absolutely committed to achieving genuine equality for men and boys and women and girls while the party's opponents seem bent on protecting and increasing the areas in which women and 
girls are uniquely privileged, hence their hysterical and aggressive reactions and attempts to silence the MRM, in this case by 'no platforming' the conference. Your position might be understandable were 
you objecting to it on rational grounds, as it is all you seem capable of is infantile abuse based on your uninformed and emotional response to something you think you disagree with.
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Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 1:56pm

John Allman · De Montfort University Leicester (DMU)
Abhishek Mallik "football clubs committed to equality should use more discretion as to who uses their facilities. This man is free to speak in public about these things if he wanted, set up a website etc."

What are the "these things" you are referring to? You don't know, do you? Equality is just about the ONLY "thing" that ANY of them talk about. Their lives are dedicated to actual equality, not feeble lip 
service to the vague idea of it. They are, however, tackling the same inequality, from the opposite direction. It's a dirty job, but somebody has to do it. You won't.

Masulism, Feminism and the Euro Tunnel
https://johnallmanuk.wordpress.com/2015/02/16/masculism/

Read it.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 2:11pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Nick Pavlos Motture The media are experts at twisting things said to better fit into their utlerior propagandic agenda. This article is perfect proof. If Mike were to say that men should get a chance too, 
feminists would interpret that and bleat it on their allied platforms of jMSM ournalism domination as him having said nothing about women's problems...meaning, he ignores women. That would never 
come from Mike's mouth, but see how a dishonest hack of a wanna-be journalist will get the twisted information out...in which many suckers will fall, hook, line, and sinker for?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 11:18am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Jerry Higgins technicalities, you are right. But still, preventing the free exchange of ideas so they can either be approved or rejected BY THE AUDIENCE, is still censorship by any other name. Being 
technica does not erase logic .
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 2, 2017 7:59pm

Mike Noble · Hull University
Nick Pavlos Motture I doubt that you are getting a fair understanding of the points he was making if you only have a few, out of context sentences to go on.
Like · Reply · Nov 3, 2017 11:23pm

Colin Hughes
Football website takes high moral tone whilst hosting forum with threads such as:
"Sky Sports girls - New and Improved (poss nws) "
"Female Cosplayers (NWS)"
"Tinder (NWS): Now with some Bumble action on the side"
"Alexandra Horvath NWS"
"Chebs NWS"
"Dublin Homeless & Older Sister Bikini Pic NWS"
"Current women on TV you love NWS"
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 4:29am

Roly Poly
I think they are ads which are targeted at you based on your online history
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 5:55am

Mak Bewon
Roly Poly theyre not. well some are and do track your behaviour. they are the ones that are trying to sell you specific products you have looked at on amazon or other shopping sites. the ones listed 
above are not based on behavious and f365 receives a referral fee everytime someone clicks one of those links. so its reasonable to point out the hypocrisy here
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:28am

Frank Buttons
Mak Bewon - I have never seen any of these ads on F365. Probably because they don't exist. The OP was actually saying that these are thread titles on the forum. Now since I find most football forums 
to be desperate wastelands of reason, I tend to stay away, but you could argue that F365 should police their forums better. Or you could say that everyone is entitled to an opinion, and this happens to be 
F365s. If you don't like them expressing an opinion take your clicks eleswhere.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:37am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
It wasn't the MRA side that did this highlighting. But we will come to the defense of men and boys.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 11:56am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
I've rarely read a more inaccurate piece on our political party, founded in 2013. The event is not our annual conference, but the fourth International Conference on Men's Issues http://
icmi18.wordpress.com. It will be held over July 6-8. Last year we hosted the second conference at Excel London http://icmi16.wordpress.com. People attended from 20 countries. Among the 15 speakers 
was Philip Davies MP, speaking on 'The Justice Gender Gap'. A video of his talk is here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VoFdG4cSAM

I am NOT a 'known Birmingham City fan', despite the excellent shirt, but I wish the club every success. We had a great deal of engagement with both Blues and Aston Villa fans before and after the game 
last Sunday, and plan to promote the conference at other Blues home fixtures in future.

Our party website is http://j4mb.org.uk. Our 2015 general election manifesto https://j4mb.org.uk/.../141228-V10-General-election.... Janet Bloomfield's article, '13 reasons women lie about being raped' 
https://www.avoiceformen.com/.../13-women-who-lied-about.../. Jonathan Taylor's article, '10 reasons false rape allegations are common' https://www.avoiceformen.com/.../ten-reasons-false-rape.../.

One of the factors we considered when selecting a venue for the 2018 conference was proximity to the constituency of Birmingham Yardley, the home of the odious Jess Phillips MP, a woman selected 
from an all-women shortlist. She won our Toxic Feminist of the Month award in November 2015, after trying (but failing) to stop Philip Davies's application to hold the first-ever debate on men's issues in 
the House of Commons. Her award can be found here https://j4mb.org.uk/toxic-feminists-of-the-month/.

We look forward to welcoming many football fans - of both sexes - to our conference next July. The venue is perfect.

Mike Buchanan

Justice for Men & Boys
(and the women who love them)
Like · Reply · 34 · Nov 1, 2017 4:09am

Kevin Hornsby
Triggered.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 4:11am
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Chris Lees · Owner at Little Gem Crafts
Who hurt you Mike? You seem like a very warped individual and I wonder what must have happened to you to give these backwards ideas.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 4:12am

Jimmy Seadog Stevens
Is there anybody that isn't offended these days? This just seems like a bunch of blokes that couldn't get into their school football team because a girl was better.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 4:26am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
'A state that privileges women and girls'
And at that point everything else this deluded little idiot says becomes moot. 
I’m sorry you once made a failed pass at a lesbian, because it must have been something like that that hurt you so.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 4:30am

Daniel James Millar · The Derek Zoolander Center for Kids Who Can't Read Good and Wanna Learn to Do Other Stuff Good Too
You absolute prat
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 4:31am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Chris, read our manifesto (link above). It explores 20 areas where the human rights of men and boys are assaulted by the state's actions and inactions e.g. denying fathers access to children following 
family breakdowns, not stopping non-therapeutic circumcision of male minors, a criminal offence under the Offences Against the Person Act 1861.
Like · Reply · 17 · Nov 1, 2017 4:33am

Peter Webber · Senior Editor at Crytek
You bellend. Stay away from my club.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 4:44am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Hi Mike! Just read your manifesto. I can see a lot work went into it, so well done for that. It does read a bit like something the police would find written on the wall in bedsit after a spree, so I'll not be 
attending your conference or voting for your party. Good luck with hating women though, we all need a hobby.
Like · Reply · 7 · Nov 1, 2017 4:44am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Jeremy Aves Thanks Jeremy. You've read our 80-page manifesto? Yeah, right! Show me anything I've ever said, written, or done, to suggest I hate women. No rush. You'll find nothing.
Like · Reply · 14 · Nov 1, 2017 4:53am

Chris Lees · Owner at Little Gem Crafts
Jeremy Aves I too had a quick read and there's one or 2 points in there that are good, such as improved mental health support for veterans and support for male suicide rates.
Both of which are being promoted by various charities such as help for heroes and movember.
The bulk of the rest of it read like the thoughts of some very odd people.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 4:58am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Chris Lees Thanks Chris. We cover 20 areas - all assaults on the human rights of men and/or boys - in the manifesto. Are you saying only one or two of them are 'good', i.e. you have no problem with 18 
assaults on men's and boys' human rights?
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 1, 2017 5:05am

Chris Lees · Owner at Little Gem Crafts
Mike Buchanan i dont see alot of them as 'assaults' on human rights and certainly dont agree with the majority of the proposals you and your team have laid out in the manifesto. Such as stopping access 
to sperm banks for lesbian couples, any reductions in the rights to abortions, a father signing away his responsibility to a child he has helped create.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 5:26am

Nick Pavlos Motture · Hove
Mike Buchanan The quotes above? Did you not say those things attributed to you?
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 5:27am

Steven Miller · Falkirk High School
Mike, penis extensions are available.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 5:47am

Ian Calderbank
Wow there is some astonishing vitriol in these comments, peopple really should be more open minded to other people's points of view. This event has NOTHING to do with hating women.... that couldn't 
be further from the truth. In fact many of the speakers at the event are likely to be women who simply recognise that men have issues too (like fathers being denied access to their children through no 
fault of their own).
Like · Reply · 15 · Nov 1, 2017 6:02am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Mike Buchanan - Despite not being raised in a home with both my biological parents, I managed an education and read pretty quickly. And yes, the overwhelming impression I got from those 80 pages is 
that you hate women. Which I accept you never explicitly state. I'd welcome a discussion on why that is, and where your manifesto is wrong, misguided or just plain weird, but I suspect we won't get too 
far in the comments section of a football website. I do hope you find something more positive to do with your talent for campaigning.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 6:03am
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Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Chris Lees - agree, although are we only helping male veterans? Male suicide is a big issue. And one which international men's day is dedicated to, I believe...it's in a few weeks.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 1, 2017 6:06am

Ian Calderbank
Jeremy Aves Its a shame you don't give an example or two of what you think is wrong as I believe there is substantial evidence to support most of issues raised at these events.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 1, 2017 6:07am

Mak Bewon
I've rarely read a more inaccurate piece 

clearly not a regular at f365 then!
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 6:18am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Steven Miller Shaming. Classic. Easier to shame than engage with the points in our 80-page manifesto.
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 1, 2017 6:52am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Nick Pavlos Motture We'll be publishing the audio file on our YouTube channel in the coming few days, so you'll be able to hear what I said in context.
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 1, 2017 6:59am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Mike Buchanan do stop it, Mike. You couldn’t be more privileged than you are. White. Western. Male. Your human rights are not under threat. Society doesn’t favour women and girls, it abuses them and 
tells them to shut up about it, it pays them less for the same work and it makes them put up with crap like you are spouting.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 7:03am

Liam Kavanagh
Ah, Philip Davis. The guy who filibustered for 90 minutes to block a bill that would have allowed free hospital parking for carers. The guy who blocked a bill that would have required landlords make their 
properties "fit for human habitation". The guy who blocked a bill that would have got schools to teach first aid to pupils, because children being able to give CPR or deal with a chocking incident it 
obviously a terrible thing that must be stopped. Yup, what a guy.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 7:10am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Chris Lees Mike is not a warped individual at all. I know him well, he is a gentleman with a passion for justice and equality.
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 7:36am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Jeremy Aves Mike is a friend of mine and, as a woman, I can confirm that there is not a misogynistic bone in his body. He just wants to protect the boys and men in our society who are neglected at best 
and discriminated against at worst.
Like · Reply · 15 · Nov 1, 2017 7:38am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Elizabeth Hobson a gentleman who believes that ugly women don’t get abused and that they all fake rape allegations. Get in the fucking sea.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 7:42am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Dan Preston Wrong on every count. Read the manifesto if you want to understand why.
Like · Reply · 11 · Nov 1, 2017 8:14am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Elizabeth Hobson - and yet, he choses to do that by presenting himself in direct opposition to women, as opposed to just promoting and campaigning for help for men and boys who need it. You can, for 
example, campaign for men's mental health without blaming women for made-up child abuse claims.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 8:40am

Dan Preston · Droitwich Spa High School
Mike Buchanan are you telling me that there is no gender pay gap?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 9:33am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Dan Preston A gender pay gap reflecting women being paid less than men for the same work? Absolutely. Women tend to gravitate towards diferent lines of work, usually involving better 'work-life 
balance', they're less inclined than men to seek promotion to more stressful positions, they won't go into dangerous lines of work (95% of workplace fatalities are of men...), they don;t want to work 
unsocial hours...
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 9:47am

Peter Ford
Dan Preston The pay gap myth! Differences in pay are largely accounted for by career choices made by women (Choosing careers with lower pay, opting for career breaks and being unrepresented in 
STEM subjects in higher education (which are typically associated with higher earning careers). Your comment is identity politics of the highest order - that you only have the right to complain if you 
belong to a 'persecuted' group. So the white, working class guy facing poverty and zero employment prospects whilst being undercut by foreign workers is essentially told that he's never had it so good 
and should shut up. 

It is possible to accept that there is sufferance by all different groups in society and that we should be working together to reduce sexual assault on women, reduce suicide rates in boys yet you want to 
reduce this to a 'them' or 'us' debate.
Like · Reply · 13 · Nov 1, 2017 10:08am
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Natty Kadifa
Kevin Hornsby Yes its obvious you are
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 11:19am

Natty Kadifa
Jimmy Seadog Stevens if only you came out of your cloud of left main stream media brainwashing to pay attention to policies where as a man if you are accused of rape or sexual assault you are 
DENIED due process or the many other facts listed on Mikes website. Talk to me and i'll gladly help you with your ignorance. You are part of the problem.
Like · Reply · 9 · Nov 1, 2017 11:21am

Karen Straughan · Advocate at Self-employed
Mike Buchanan certainly isn't a perfect human being. But I've known him for a long time, and if I had any inkling that he hates women, I wouldn't hug him when we run into each other. 

The issues presented in his party's manifesto are genuine issues. They deserve attention. 

I stumbled across the men's rights movement almost 10 years ago. At that time, feminists and western governments were still denying that domestic violence happened to men other than in extremely 
rare cases. People like Mike and Paul Elam, the white male devils condemned in this article, were among the trailblazers forcing the issue of male victims onto the public stage. 

"Gender symmetry" in intimate partner violence in western nations has been demonstrated in hundreds of studies going back to 1979. Yet 30 years later, public awareness of this fact was almost nil. It 
took a bunch of white (and black, and brown) male (and female) devils who were willing to offend people to get anyone to pay attention. Elam was at the forefront of that. Buchanan has been relentless in 
his willingness to step into the meat grinder of mainstream media and ignorant public opinion to expose uncomfortable truths. 

Steven Miller, you can say Mike has a tiny dick all you like. The men and women involved in this conference have bigger balls than the cowardly men who use the fictional oppression of women to prop 
themselves up, stroke their own egos and make themselves look morally virtuous. It's so very brave to conform to the status quo, isn't it? And so very virtuous to throw vulnerable men under the bus to 
make yourself look good by comparison. You sure did impress me.
Like · Reply · 15 · Nov 1, 2017 12:25pm

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Dan Preston "You couldn’t be more privileged than you are. White. Western. Male." Really? 

Yougov studies show that white men face the most racisim as a group https://yougov.co.uk/.../12/14/young-white-men-most-derided/

The gender education gap, showing boys falling further and further behind? Is that part of the privilege faced by men?

How about the gender sentencing gap? A man was recently killed by a 31 year old woman ... with 65 prior convictions. (That's an average of 3 convictions per year since she turned 18). These 
convictions include attacking police officers among other violent cr...See More
Like · Reply · 12 · Nov 1, 2017 12:39pm

Natty Kadifa
Chris Lees Tell me Chris, is believing that women were oppressed throughout human history a backward idea to you? Because that is the reality of feminism - the main opposition and the underlying 
reason why this disgusting article has been written.
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 1:33pm

Natty Kadifa
Jimmy Seadog Stevens Hi my name is Jimmy! I can't make an intelligent argument against mens rights, so I'll just shame male sexuality or insecurity instead. Yay me! I am SO into helping women I have 
to act like a pectulant child who cant get his way to make my point! Look at me winning at life :) <
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 1:35pm

Natty Kadifa
Peter Webber typical response - am i also a bellend?
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 3:54pm

Natty Kadifa
Nick Pavlos Motture have you never heard similar rhetoric from women ? Are you that sensitive?
Like · Reply · 6 · Nov 1, 2017 3:55pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Keep up the GOOD WORK, Mike. The goal, as you know, is equality for everyone, and fair representation under the law and in society, and equal access to life's opportunities to make of them what they 
will. Equal rights are HUMAN rights. To argue that men are somehow not deserving of having their issues heard and addressed, is claiming that men are not human. Who is making this claim-- let them 
step forward so we can see what a bigot looks like.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 9:24am

Geheim Nisvoll
Mike Buchanan Mike, given the way our public schools systematically fail our boys, you may well be addressing young men who cannot read-- or comprehend on an adult level-- the reasonable points 
that you are making. They are obviously doing everything in their power to appear "macho" and "virtuous" to their female cohorts-- and *ironically* (and as ironic as irony can possibly be) engaging in 
exactly the sort of "Benevolent Misogyny" and "Toxic Masculinity" behavior that the Feminists go on about. The only difference here is that the women are benefitting from their "Male Feminist" 
foolishness and thus they pat them on their heads and tell them what good little "Male Feminists" they are. Feminists have no problem with masculinity at all, as long as it operates in a way that THEY 
can wield and control. But the moment they outlive their usefulness, the Feminists will toss them like used tampons without a second thought. Feminism is a hate group by any rational measure you care 
to apply. Feminists are hateful, sexist people. And these young men will likely discover that soon enough, as they go forth into the world and have to deal with the real structure, aparatus, and political 
machines that Feminists have constructed to slyly disenfranchise men from their society-- when they discover that it is *they* who are "what's for dinner".
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 2, 2017 9:34am

Geheim Nisvoll
Dan Preston Why don't you explain the SPENDING GAP.
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 9:52am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Jimmy Seadog Stevens Shaming tactics do not work on MRAs, MGTOW, or anti-feminists. However, they display a certain sophomoric quality reminicent of neotony.
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 2, 2017 11:10am

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Jeremy Aves "Hating women" is the oldest and lamest lie ever told. So what, truth is hatred? Go ahead and tell your lies, get all your women? Real manly, huh?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 7:47pm
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Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Steven Miller Gay on your brain? You are the first one to bring up the topic of penises?
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 2, 2017 7:49pm

Roderick Lonsdale · Owner at Self-employed
Chris Lees You are a fool.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 3, 2017 3:08am

Fred Nurk
Dan Preston Sounds like you majored in gender studies.
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 12:45am

Andre Berry · Information Systems Technician at Walgreens
Chris Lees Argumentum ad hominem...
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 5:09am

Michael Horsman · Ermysted's Grammar School
Peter Webber You're a bell end mate, what are you a feminist 'ally'? if that's what supporting Birmingham does for you I'd find another team, what a cuck!
Like · Reply · Nov 4, 2017 5:37am

Heiku Ezpz Staude · Johannesburg, Gauteng
So this organisation is big enough to fill a stadium? Wow
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 2:30am

Steven Mole · Head Photographer & Retoucher at Rephocus
big enough to fill one of the stadium's conference rooms, yeah. That's startling enough.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 3:39am

Mike Buchanan · Party Leader at Justice for Men & Boys (and the women who love them)
Steven Mole Steven, we've booked all the rooms (20+) in the Kop conference centre https://icmi18.wordpress.com/room-hire/. At any one time 1,000+ people can be seated in those rooms. Why not join 
us? http://icmi18.wordpress.com
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 4:25am

Judd Clarke · Copywriter at Carphone Warehouse
Mike Buchanan Have you ever met a man called EdQuothTheRaven? He'd be well up for your little shindig.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 5:58am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Steven Mole - Jasper Carrott must be turning in his grave at his suite being used for this...
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:07am

Frank Buttons
Jeremy Aves - You've killed Jasper?!? Did you get his funky moped?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 6:28am

Mak Bewon
Judd Clarke he's a bore but thats going a bit far
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 6:28am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Frank Buttons - After 2016 I assume everyone from that era is either dead or in prison..
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 7:26am

Judd Clarke · Copywriter at Carphone Warehouse
Mak Bewon Haha I know, right?
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 11:39am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Jeremy Aves Jasper Carrett was a bigot that wanted to fight against equality?
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 1:03pm

Geheim Nisvoll
Unlike Hillary's pathetic campaign...
Like · Reply · Nov 2, 2017 11:40am

Kevin Hornsby
Holy shit, I thought Britain First had bizarre views but this dude trumps them!
Like · Reply · 4 · Nov 1, 2017 1:57am
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Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Mike got 153 votes in the 2015 election, so I don't think he'll be troubling parliament just yet...
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 6:09am

Elizabeth Hobson · Birkenhead Sixth Form College
Care for men and boys may be bizarre in our gynocentric society but that's a problem with our society not Mike and J4MB.
Like · Reply · 3 · Nov 1, 2017 7:44am

Gab Web · Finance Manager/Bookkeeper at Self-employed
Trump being a good word to use. 

And, just in time, as predicted, all the women are now coming out who believe that the world needs a men's movement more than anything because, like everyone else, men have issues that go badly 
against them. And then they hide behind, prostate cancer, suicide rates and, possibly, fake facebook accounts to look reasonable.
Like · Reply · Nov 1, 2017 8:14am

Ciaran Mac Namara · Works at Cognizant
Jeremy Aves I think all of their voters have been on this page today
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:11am

Jeremy Aves · Works at Eating cheese
Ciaran Mac Namara - to be fair, his mate got 63, so they're in the 200's.
Like · Reply · 1 · Nov 1, 2017 10:50am

Chuck Buford · Troy Montgomery
Gab Web They hide behind issues men face? You mean the issues they are trying to address... they hide behind those? I'm confused, you are saying that men's issues that are being addressed are used 
as shields to address the men's issues that they are addressing... kind of circular reasoning there.

It's almost like you are in such a rush to dismiss the issues men face that you are throwing their legitemate issues under the bus because they don't fit your narrative..
Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 1, 2017 12:57pm

Natty Kadifa
Wanting equality for men in various areas is 'odd' tell me, do you think baby boys should be allowed to be mutilated before they are able to consent? Or is that ok because you know, who cares, they 
already have 'male privilege'?
Like · Reply · 10 · Nov 1, 2017 4:06pm

Ty Henderson · Owner-operator at Self-employed
Jeremy Aves 153 is reflective of the extent misandry is popular.
Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 2, 2017 11:54am
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